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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The accelerating proliferation of the use of computers 

in virtually every aspect of our society has dictated a need 

for review and revision of our educational system~s method 

of providing relevant learning experiences in the 

application of computers. Colleges and universities must 

rely on systematic analysis to determine current and near 

term educational needs as outlined by Brackhaus <1983). 

Frequent evaluation must be made to determine where 

curriculum changes are necessary. Knowles (1980, p. 123> 

states, "Educational needs are the things people ~aught• to 

learn for their own good, for the good of the organization, 

and for the good of the community." Effective programs will 

be dynamic and curriculum changes frequent, timely, and 

based on sound systematic needs analysis of the community. 

Statement of the Problem 

There has been no recent research to identify an 

undergraduate business computer applications curriculum 

appropriate for Tulsa•s public supported, post secondary 

educational environment. Rapid technological advancements 

have placed emphasis on the requirement for educational 

1 
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institutions to identify and implement the most relevant 

business computer applications curriculum possible. 

Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this study was to determine courses 

which might be included in an undergraduate business 

computer applications curriculum appropriate for the Tulsa's 

public supported~ post secondary educational environment. 

The objectives of this study were: 

1. to determine currently recognized business computer 

applications curricula and 

2. to conduct a needs assessment for an undergraduate 

business computer applications program in Tulsa. 

Assumptions 

1. There is a need for a business oriented computer 

applications program in Tulsa. 

2. The purpose of public education is to meet the 

needs of the community it serves. 

Scope and Limitations 

Only students in business programs at the University 

Center at Tulsa and Tulsa Junior College were included in 

the study. A panel of experts made up of postsecondary 

computer science educators from the Tulsa area provided 

input regarding the direction of computer science education. 

Only students enrolled in public supported 
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undergraduate business and c:omputer programs in Tulsa were 

inc:luded in the study. 

A limited number of Tulsa Junior College students 

participated in the survey. 

The panel of experts 

educators from postsecondary 

were from the Tulsa area. 

comprised of c:omputer sc:ienc:e 

public: education institutions 

Definition of Terms 

~Ya!D~~~---~Q!!!P.Yt~~---~P.P.l!£~t!9D§ ___ ~y~~l£Y!Y!!l An 

educational program whic:h c:ombines traditional business 

c:ourses and c:omputer applications c:ourses. 

Q§r.!;!\ __ £Q!!l!!!YD!.£!!t.l9!:!!i: - The tr ansmi ssi on of i nf ormation 

through networks, phone lines and satellites. 

~!!!P.beala __ er.~s§ Areas within the Data Processing 

Management As soc: i at ion proposed 1986 c:urr i c:ul um wh i c:h all Olf.t 

c:onc:entrated study in a spec:ific: area of the Management 

Information Systems program. 

E!nen£!~!_a~!i:t~ma_~Y~lt!ng The application of sound 

ac:c:ounting prac:tic:es in a c:omputer systems environment. 

§~n~r.:.!£ ___ .!§Qf.t.~9r.~ Computer programs written and 

marketed for a large segment of the population. 

The planning, implementation 

and c:ontrol of information resources. 

lnt~9~9t.~~---Qff.!£~--~~De9~m~nt __ §y§t~m!i: Desk top 

computers, word processors, and large c:entral computers are 

linked in networks. 
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H§!J~Q§ffi§!J~_l!JfQ~ffiAtiQ!J_§Y§~§ffi§_~y~~i~YlYm - A field of 

study involving the management of information resources. 

~§§Q§ ...... §§.§§!J.!§!J!; - The evaluation of an environment or 

situation to determine the direction of subsequent action. 

E~gg~•mmg~ - Individuals who write and test computer 

understandable code. 

A person who conducts needs 

analysis and prepares program specification documentation of 

computer information systems. 

Organization of the Study 

In Chapter I the study was described, the problem and 

purpose were stated and the objectives to be met by the 

study were presented. Also identified in Chapter I were the 

assumptions and limitations of the study and the definitions 

of terms utilized in the study. Chapter II contained a 

review of literature including a brief history of computer 

technology and its impact on business, data processing and 

education. In addition, Chapter II gave an overview of the 

undergraduate educational environment in Tulsa. Chapter III 

contained the methodology of the study including an 

interview of educators, selection of subjects, data 

gathering instrument, and collection 

Chapter IV included a presentation 

and analysis of data. 

of the findings, while 

Chapter v included the summary, conclusions and 

recommendations for practice and further research. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The purpose of this study was to determine an 

appropriate business computer applications curriculum for an 

undergraduate program in Tulsa. Chapter II presents an 

overview of the undergraduate public educational 

institutions in Tulsa, a brief history of computer 

technology, and the impact of technological advancement on 

business, data processing, and education. 

Present Educational Environment 

Tulsa is a metropolitan area of approximately 360,000 

people. Undergraduate public supported post secondary 

education institutions include Tulsa Junior College and the 

University Center at Tulsa. 

Tulsa Junior College was established as a public 

supported, two year post secondary institution in 1970 with 

the purpose of providing technical skills and educational 

opportunities in response to community needs. Programs at 

the three Tulsa Junior College campuses are developed with 

direction from advisory committees composed of individuals 
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representing many areas of Tulsa business and industry. The 

college provides programs of study for over 15,000 full and 

part time students who are planning to continue at the 

junior level at a senior college or university, preparing 

for specific: careers, or seeking continuing education. 

Individuals earning an Associate in Arts or Associate 

in Science degree at Tulsa Junior College satisfy the 

general education requirements of undergraduate programs at 

state supported four year colleges and universities. Tulsa 

Junior College computer programs under the business 

department provide tec:hnic:al skills in business application 

programming, computer operating systems, hardware operation 

and system design. Over 4,500 students are enrolled in 

computer sc:ienc:e classes. 

The University Center at Tulsa was established through 

the 38th Oklahoma Legislature enactment of Senate Bill 

Number 480 in July, 1982. Estimates at that time were that 

the student body would number 20,000 by the year 2000. 

Senate Bill Number 480 authorized and directed the 

Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education to establish a 

university center to make programs of public: higher 

education available to citizens in the Tulsa metropolitan 

area. According to "Developmental Aspects of the University 

Center at Tulsa" (1982>, the bill provides that: 

1) The 
control 

State 
of the 

Regents 
center. 

shall have governmental 
2) The center shall draw 



upon the educational resources of existing 
colleges and universities to provide needed 
courses and programs. 3) The center shall offer 
educational programs at the third and fourth years 
of undergraduate study and at the master's level. 
4) The center shall not be in duplication of 
courses offered by Tulsa Junior College or the 
Langston Urban Center Program. 5) The State 
Regents shall create an advisory board of citizens 
from the Tulsa area to counsel and advise the 
Regents as the administering agency for the Tulsa 
higher education program. Cp. 3) 

7 

In a meeting of representatives from nine institutions, 

both public and private, in the Tulsa area it was determined 

Langston University~ Northeastern Oklahoma State University, 

Oklahoma State University and the University of Oklahoma 

would provide instruction at the University Center at Tulsa. 

Tulsa Junior College and Rogers State College have 

exclusive jurisdiction over all lower division work while 

Langston University was given priority for upper division 

courses and programs. Graduate programs are offered through 

Northeastern Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma State 

University, and the University of Oklahoma. When more than 

one public institution offers work in a given field, 

proximity as well as level of accreditation is considered in 

determining which institution will provide the program. 

Priority was given to the establishment of educational 

programs which were in high demand and not available through 

public and private institutions in the Tulsa area and care 

was given to avoiding duplication of the efforts of private 

institutions where the introduction of a publicly supported 

program would result in a dramatic decline in student demand 

within the private institution. 
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According to "Developmental Aspects of the University 

Center at Tulsa" <1982>, there are several important 

elements concerning the development of the University Center 

at Tulsa ••• 

Public and private institutions must plan together 
for the articulation of students so that the mix 
of courses available from both public and private 
institutions can be utilized most efficiently and 
effectively. There should be a systematic phasing 
in of courses and degree programs that may, in 
some cases, duplicate the private programs 
currently available. This phasing in should be 
well planned and deliberately implemented to 
ensure maintenance of the highest possible level 
of quality and allow the private institutions time 
to manage the changing nature of their programs. 
(p. 14) 

The approach of a "University Center" dra\t-JS from a 

variety of academic and community resources. This 

cooperative involvement has made a number of quality public 

higher education programs available in Tulsa and others will 

be added as needs are determined and as resources permit. 

Information on demographics of the University Center at 

Tulsa is derived from a number of informal reports, 

interviews, and from a volume of statistics maintained by 

University Center at Tulsa administrative personnel. 

The University Center at Tulsa student is typically 

older than students on a traditional campus, works 

full time, is married, and has extensive prior college 

study. Students are more serious in their study and they 

want programs that will provide immediate benefit in their 

work environment. 

Characteristics of a typical student include 
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<Developmental Aspects of the University Center at Tulsa~ 

of more than 25 years, married~ 1985): an average age 

working and attending classes part time. The typical 

student has lived in Tulsa over ten years~ prefers evening 

classes~ is enrolled in five semester hours, and is likely 

to take summer classes. Of the Spring 1985 enrollment, 41% 

were undergraduate students, 62% were female, and 60% were 

business majors. 

These statistics show many of the patterns as discussed 

by Rauch (1981), who said, "We have moved from a youth 

culture in the 1960's to an adult culture in the late 

1970's." <p. 11) Adults are returning to our educational 

institutions in record numbers. The majority are part time 

learners and do not find curricula developed for traditional 

college students meeting their needs. <Rauch, 1981) 

A student pursuing a business oriented bachelor of 

science degree through state supported institutions in Tulsa 

would work toward an Associates of Arts degree at a junior 

college and could enroll concurrently at University Center 

at Tulsa pursing a degree through Langston or Northeastern. 

Tulsa Junior College was the only post secondary 

institution in the Tulsa area for thirteen years. Because 

there was no state 

institution and because 

supported four year educational 

there was a strong demand for what 

have historically been categorized upper division courses, 
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many of the subjects taught at Tulsa Junior College would 

have traditionally been offered at the junior and senior 

level in Oklahoma's state universities. These courses are 

accepted by Langston and Northeastern as satisfying specific 

course requirements. However, a student must complete a 

total of between 124 and 130 hours to satisfy requirements 

of undergraduate programs. Thus, a typical student has the 

potential of including many more of what have been 

traditionally designated upper division (junior and senior) 

level courses in their plan of study. This fact has 

significant bearing on the development of undergraduate 

programs in Tulsa. 

To identify how we 

state as it relates 

computers, we must gain 

History 

reached the present technological 

to the business application of 

a perspective of the historical 

development of the American economy. 

In the eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century America 

followed a pattern of agricultural development. An 

essential transportation network was built to make maximum 

use of rich raw material resources in the economy. 

The devastation of World War I was a major factor in 

reducing the economic influence of Germany and Britain and 

increasing the influence of the United States. 

By 1919 the "Industrial Revolution" was believed to 

have reached its peak. The American industrial structure 
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had expanded greatly. 

In spite of the economic decline of the 1930s, by the 

early 1940s the production of manufactured goods reached new 

highs in the United States. This was largely due to the 

needs of World War II. 

Continued expansion of American activity and 

international trade has occurred since World War II ended. 

A more efficient international utilization of raw materials 

for the production of finished goods and the rise of the 

multinational corporation have characterized America"'s 

growth. "The American economy was noted during the three 

decades following World War II for its dominance in the 

aircraft and electrical industries--industries 

representative of the high technology society in which we 

live." (Zimmerman, 1984, p. 230> 

The decline of the smoke stack industries and the 

greater emphasis placed on the importance of high technology 

industries are seen as the 11 Third Wave" in American economic 

development. Between 1955 and 1965, the decade when the 

"Third Wave" began, computers began to seep slowly into the 

business world. <Toffler, 1981> 

Electronic computers were developed during the early 

1950s. The primary use of the computer during its inception 

was military and scientific applications. During the first 

ten years after the inception of the computer the cost was 

such that only the government and a few large corporations 

could afford their use. <Osborne, 1980> 
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Computer science curricula were developed under the 

control and guidance of the mathematics and/or science 

departments of many universities. Additionally, electrical 

engineering departments developed programs related to the 

physical attributes of computer development. These highly 

technical mathematics, science, and engineering curriculums 

were expensive to establish and the cost of keeping current 

with technology has been more than some universities could 

afford. 

During the 1970s computer miniaturization advanced with 

lightning rapidity as capacity increased and cost decreased. 

The use of computers in medium and large companies increased 

dramatically and "mini" computers became affordable. 

The advent of the "micro" computer has escalated 

computer sales and the applications of computers in homes 

and businesses. The October 3, 1983 Businessweek cover story 

states, "Reports now circulating in the industry say that 

IBM has already ordered enough components to build 2 million 

small computers during 1984--more than the total number of 

all brands of the small machines sold in the U. S. through 

1983." Table I shows the dramatic increase in computer sales 

for the Apple and IBM since 1981. 



TABLE I 

MICROCOMPUTER SALES 

Personal Computers 
U. S. Production 

(000) 
Data source: 

Businessweek 10/3/83 

Apple 
IBM Apple 

400 --IBM--Apple
IBM Apple 
IBM Apple 
IBM Apple 

300 ------IBM--Apple
IBM Apple 
IBM Apple 

Apple IBM Apple 
200--------Apple----------IBM--Apple-

IBM Apple IBM Apple 
Apple IBM Apple IBM Apple 
Apple IBM Apple IBM Apple 

100------Apple----------IBM--Apple----------IBM--Apple-
Apple IBM Apple IBM Apple 
Apple IBM Apple IBM Apple 

IBM Apple IBM Apple IBM Apple 
0======================================================= 

1981 1982 1983 Est. 

Other computer manufacturers have recorded like 

increases in personal computer sales. 

Since the inception of the desk top computer the 

primary demand for education has moved toward the 

application of computers as opposed to the more technical 

aspects of computer programming and electrical engineering. 
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Technological Impact 

The technological advancement of the computer follows 

closely the life cycle pattern of the telephone. People 

initially went to a neighbor~s home to use their phone and 

planning a call would often be made weeks in advance. Now 

the telephone is taken for granted as a necessity. <Stocker, 

1984) 

"The life cycle pattern would indicate that people need 

to know much more about computers than they are presently 

learning. The life cycle pattern would also seem to 

indicate that the kinds of things they should be learning 

are not the machine language/assembly language concepts." 

(Stocker, 1984, p. 11> Generic software packages are 

today~s parallel to the dial phone versus telephone operator 

placed calls. Programmer demand may soon follow that of 

switchboard operators. 

Data processing professionals are concerned over the 

technological change. In survey data reported by Raho 

(1985), Data Processing Management Association <DPMA> 

members indicated the current priority problem area to be 

educational issues which fell into three main areas: user 

education, data processing management education and 

education in microcomputers. 

The survey also indicated the highest priority of 

future concern to be the various facets of the development 

of information systems within the organization including: 

development of distributed data processing and networking, 
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the implementation of the data base concept, security, the 

technological interfacing of support systems, the diversity 

of possible application systems and the use of 

microcomputers within the organization. 

There are more than one million computers in United 

States businesses churning out two billion pages of 

information every day. "Handling information used to be 

seen as an adjunct to corporate policies; now it is often 

the goal." <Pellman, 1984, p. 20) 

Planning for information management is based on the 

concept that information is a resource that must be managed 

like a corporation~s personnel, cash, and equipment. 

Traditional computerized systems were generally designed for 

the exclusive use of a section or department in a 

corporation disregarding the need for cross-divisional 

management and operational information. Strategic: 

information views the corporation in its entirety, not as a 

singular section or department. <Kubicki, 1985) 

Information management personnel will have a major 

impact on corporate environments in the coming decade. 

Information managers will be better qualified and an 

information 

necessity. 

to impact 

science degree will become an absolute 

One 

is 

realm the data processing manager will have 

the strategic use of information by 

corporations. The increasing use of personal computers will 

cause data processing managers to be more responsible and 

have a better understanding of information systems and their 
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uses. Data processing managers offering advice to students 

indicate that technical expertise is not enough. "People 

coming out of school need to have more business awareness. 

They should concentrate on basic communications skills from 

written to verbal. Interpersonal skills are very 

important." <Berg, 1984, p. 24> 

Information published in "Business Week"s Guide to 

Careers", < 1980) states ••• 

With the addition of 50 new computer terminals and 
the creation of a master•s program in management 
information systems, the University of Missouri at 
Columbia has begun to catch up with a nationwide 
demand for specialists in computer programming for 
business. The speciality combines business and 
management courses with training in the design and 
use of computer software geared for business 
applications. Cp. 9> 

The Association for Computing Machinery publication, 

"ACM Curricula Recommendations for Information Systems 11 

Volume II <1983>, indicates an increasing demand in the 

public and private sector for information systems 

technology. "The interest in information systems solutions 

to business problems is growing at a rapid rate, well 

exceeding the capabilities of the information systems 

community to satisfy these demands." Cp. 79) The Association 

for Computing Machinery recommends an information 

systems curriculum which follows the American Assembly of 

Collegiate Schools of Business accreditation standards which 

include course work comprised of the following: 

1> a background 
institutions in 
production, and 
enterprise, 2> a 

of the concepts, processes, and 
marketing and distribution, 

financing functions of business 
background of the economic and 



legal environment of business enterprise along 
with consideration of the social and political 
influences on business, 3) a basic understanding 
of the concepts and methods of accounting, 
quantitative methods, and informations systems, 4) 
a study of organization theory, interpersonal 
relationships, control and motivation systems, and 
communications and, 5) a study of administration 
processes under conditions of uncertainty 
including integrating analysis and policy 
determination at the overall management level. 
CACM Curricula Recommendations for Informations 
Systems, 1983, p. 82) 
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The ACM CLtrri cul um recommendations also include a 

prerequisite course in quantitative methods which includes 

the study of mathematical aspects of program development. 

Other ACM prerequisite recommendations included a course in 

finite mathematics (i.e. logic, sets and relations, and 

linear algebra) and a course in elementary statistics. 

The Data Processing Management Association <DPMA> 1984 

directory includes a list of 236 colleges and universities 

which have implemented all or part of the DPMA undergraduate 

computer information systems curriculum. The "DPMA Model 

Curriculum for Undergraduate Computer Information Systems 

Education" < 1981>, preface states, 

The curriculum guidelines are designed primarily 
for four year undergraduate programs offered 
either through schools of business or through 
applied computer science programs which require a 
concentration of business courses. These 
guidelines recognize the need for articulation 
between two and four year programs, as well as the 
value of having terminal degree courses of study 
at both levels. 

The field of computer information systems is moving 

towards database systems with microcomputers becoming as 

important as mainframe computers. Automated development 
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tools are being used with greater frequency to increase 

programmer/analyst productivity and there is a trend toward 

the use of inquiry, report writer, and decision support 

languages 

programming 

management 

which may be 

background. 

tool as well 

used 

The 

as 

by personnel 

computer will 

an 

without 

become 

a 

a 

computer information specialist 

operational tool and the 

will need a greater 

understanding of the business processes. <Tussing, 1984) 

Summary 

The sales of small computers for business and home use 

have far exceeded even the most optimistic: predictions over 

the last few years. The impact has been to move the 

emphasis of undergraduate computer programs toward business 

as opposed to the "pure" computer science applications 

offered by many undergraduate programs. Many colleges are 

to offer computer programs within the business beginning 

department as well as continuing to provide the traditional 

computer science program through math and science 

departments. 

Such programs 

Computer 

are titled 

Information 

Management 

Systems and Systems, 

Systems. All have in common a core which 

Information 

Information 

includes 

traditional business courses and computer courses. The 

emphasis in mathematics and computer courses has moved 

toward computer applications in business. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to determine courses 

which might be included in an undergraduate business 

computer applications curriculum appropriate for Tulsa~s 

public supported, post secondary educational environment. 

Five steps were followed as described in this chapter: (1) 

telephone and in-person interviews were conducted with 

college and university educators in the field of business 

computer applications, <2> the population sample was 

selected, (3) the instrument was devised, <4> the method of 

collecting data was identified, and <5> the method of 

analysis and the display of results was determined. 

Interviews With Educators 

Telephone and in-person interviews were conducted with 

six college and university computer science advisory and/or 

faculty personnel from Tulsa and the surrounding area. 

During the interview each person was asked: to provide 

information on their respective curriculum, what the basis 

for their curriculum was, what immediate and future 

revisions were planned, and their perception as to the 

direction of computer education. Additionally, a request was 

19 
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made that they attend or send a representative to a 

February, 1985, meeting. 

A meeting of a panel of experts comprised of educators 

from Rogers State College, Tulsa Junior College, and 

Oklahoma State University School of Technical Training was 

held in February, 1985, to gain input as to the direction of 

business computer applications programs. 

Selection of Sample 

The sample utilized in this study was an accidental 

sample and was selected based on availability. Although 

there are disadvantages to this form of sampling, "When the 

phenomena being investigated are homogeneous within the 

population, however, the bias may not be too great.'' <Arkava 

and Lane, 1983, p. 158> The homogeneity of the population 

sample selected allowed for a smaller sample without 

sacrificing the validity of the study. 

A utopian population for this study would have been 

employed people with a business and computer science 

background who are knowledgable in undergraduate curriculum 

development methodology. Business student majors at the 

University Center at Tulsa and Tulsa Junior College were 

selected because it was anticipated that a majority would be 

employed, they would have had at least an introductory 

computer course, and most would have recently been involved 

with degree planning. Additionally, from a marketing 

aspect, they are the clientele to be served. 
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Data-Gathering Instrument 

A questionnaire, consisting of six major sections, was 

designed to: 

determine the 

requirements, 

needs, (4) 

(1) gather demographic 

student perception of 

(3) identify perceived 

information, (2) 

business course 

mathematics course 

determine opinions on present and future 

employment 

identify 

opportunities in business computer field, (5) 

computer related courses which should be included 

in the degree plan as required, (6) determine which computer 

courses would be the most popular if offered as electives. 

The survey instrument also asked participants if 

they were interested in a computer major or minor and if 

they would help as an advisor in the development of the 

curriculum. 

The questionnaire was reviewed and discussed by 

computer and business course instructors at the University 

Center at Tulsa. Suggestions and comments were analyzed and 

the questionnaire redesigned. 

A pilot test was conducted with the cooperation of 

students in a master~s in business administration class 

offered at the University Center at Tulsa through Oklahoma 

State University. The administrator of the survey asked 

each pilot participant for comments and recommendations as 

the questionnaires were returned. Suggestions led to the 

development of an "information sheet" which provided course 

descriptions corresponding to course titles on the 

questionnaire. See Appendi>: B for a copy of the final 
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version of the questionnaire and information sheet. 

The final 

eighty entries 

questionnaire solicited between sixty and 

depending on individual participant 

selections. The time to complete the instrument ranged 

between ten and twenty minutes with the majority completed 

in under fifteen minutes. 

A cover letter to the questionnaire was written to 

explain the purpose. See Appendix C for a copy of the cover 

letter. 

Collection of Data 

The questionnaires were administered and collected by 

business class instructors. The best response was found to 

be when an instructor introduced the instrument using 

information from the cover letter and then ask students to 

complete the questionnaire during the first few minutes of 

class. The poorest response (zero) was received when an 

instructor distributed the questionnaire before an e>{am and 

asked the participants to return them to the researcher at 

their convenience. 

Analysis of Data 

Data were assimilated using an International Business 

Machine Personal Computer <IBM PC> and computer programs 

written by the researcher specifically for the project using 

Scientific Time Share Corporation•s version of A Programming 

Language <APL>. Numeric codes were entered directly into 
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the computer from the preceded questionnaire. 

Section 1 of the questionnaire contained demographic 

information. Frequency counts and percentages were used to 

analyze participant characteristics. 

Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 were analyzed by determining 

the response rate for each category, developing a response 

percentage based on the number of participants responding to 

a given category, and ranking the selections in high to low 

percentage order. Data was omitted in a few instances where 

participants incorrectly entered more selections than were 

specified in the instructions. Horizontal bars were 

incorporated into data displays. 



CHAPTER IV 

PRESENTATION OF FINDINGS 

The content of this chapter is divided into six 

sections. Sections are presented in the following order: 

(1) results of telephone interviews and meeting with 

educators, (2) response to the questionnaire, (3) 

demographics of respondents, (4) statistics on emphasis 

area selections, (5) tabulations of course selections within 

emphasis area, and 

computer course. 

<6> data indicating the most popular 

Results of Interviews and Meeting 

Telephone and in-person interviews were conducted 

between September, 1984, and January, 1985. Contacts were 

made with computer science advisory and/or faculty personnel 

at the University of 

Northeastern State 

Tulsa, Oklahoma 

University, Rogers 

State University, 

State College, 

Oklahoma State Technical College and Tulsa Junior College. 

These informal discussions were held to determine educator~s 

perceptions as to the present and future need for business 

computer application programs. 

Interviews and the review of related literature 

revealed the Association for Computing Machinery <ACM) and 
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the Data Processing Management Association CDPMA) curriculum 

models to be the most predominant base for Management 

Information Systems <MIS) programs. 

Subsequent discussions with representatives of the ACM 

and DPMA revealed the DPMA model to be under current 

revision while the ACM model was defined prior to 1982 and 

no revisions were under consideration. Publications 

describing the current ACM and DPMA models as well as the 

rough draft for the DPMA 1986 model were ordered and 

received. 

The meeting of educators from Rogers State College, 

Tulsa Junior College, and Oklahoma State Technical College 

was held in February, 1985, to gain opinions on the 

direction of business computer applications programs. The 

preliminary DPMA 1986 curriculum model was discussed and 

found to be a good basis for the development of a curriculum 

for Tulsa. Three reasons were cited for using the proposed 

DPMA 1986 model: (1) the curriculum revision was presently 

in process, (2) emphasis areas allowed the curriculum to be 

implemented in stages based on highest demand and, (3) the 

DPMA 1986 curriculum encourages coordination between junior 

college and university programs. 

Representatives of junior college programs indicated 

that the overwhelming majority of students in their computer 

classes were interested in business applications of 

computers. One representative indicated that 95% of the 

4000 to 5000 people involved in his computer programs were 
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interested in business applications while less than five 

percent were working toward math based scientific computer 

applications. 

A spokesperson from a smaller college said a higher 

percentage of his students were interested in a math/science 

based pr·ogram. One possible reason is that more 

international students were enrolled at that institution and 

subsequent discussions with a number of international 

students at the University Center at Tulsa revealed that 

many were sent to the United States specifically to acquire 

math, engineering, and/or computer science degrees. 

The coordinator for development of the DPMA 1986 

curriculum agreed to the use of the preliminary model 

specifications as the basis for Tulsa needs assessment 

research. The researcher, in turn, agreed to provide 

feedback to the coordinator so results of the Tulsa survey 

might be included as part of the basis for final DPMA 1986 

curriculum decisions. 

Response to the Questionnaire 

The survey was presented in April, 1985, to business 

classes at the University Center at Tulsa and to a limited 

number of students in the Tulsa Junior College computer 

program which is part of that school's business department. 

Participation was voluntary. A brief introduction was made 

which included a statement as to the purpose of the study, 

comments on the meaning of "emphasis areas" and a statement 
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indicating that such a program might be implemented in Tulsa 

within the ne:>:t few years. 

The survey was presented to between 200 and 300 

students at University Center at Tulsa and Tulsa Junior 

College. An exact number can not be determined because many 

students are in more than one class and would, 

complete only one questionnaire. 

of course, 

The response to the survey numbered 120. Of these, 5 

were not included in the data analysis because they were 

completed by students in other than business or computer 

science programs. A factor in the response rate may be that 

many students were reluctant to complete the form because 

they were not familiar with computer terminology. Those 

electing to complete the form might, conversely, be expected 

to understand better the course descriptions. Since most 

of the business classes are conducted at night and the 

majority of students are working full time, the added effort 

of completing the questionnaire was often not well received. 

Demographics of Respondents 

Of 115 business students completing the questionnaire, 

93 were employed. The average age was 29 in a range of 18 

through 50. The median age was 30. Computer majors and/or 

minors numbered 52 and a total of 90 participants indicated 

that they would like more information on a major or minor in 

computers. A total of 46 participants indicated that they 

would be willing to participate in an advisory capacity in 
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the development and implementation of a Management 

Information Systems curriculum while 48 indicated that they 

had attained an associate degree of which 35 were earned at 

Tulsa Junior College. 

Emphasis Area Selection 

Participants were asked to indicate which emphasis area 

was of most interest to them personally. The responses are 

summarized as a percent of total and ranked high to low as 

follows: 

1. 23'Y. Information Management 

2. 21% Financial Systems and Auditing 

3. 18% Systems/software Programming 

4. 16% Systems Analysis 

C' 

'""· 13% Integrated Office Systems 

6. 8% Data Communications 

Participants were asked to indicate which emphasis area 

was in most demand in today•s business environment. The 

responses are summarized as a percent of total and ranked 

high to low as follows: 

1. 24% Systems Analysis 

2. 21% Information Management 
.,.. 
.. J. 17% Systems/software Programming 

4. 17% Integrated Office Systems 

5. 12% Data Communications 

6. 9% Financial Systems and Auditing 

Participants were asked to indicate which emphasis area 
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would be in most demand in 1990's business environment. The 

responses are summarized as a percent of total and ranked 

high to low as follows: 

1. 34% Information Management 

2. 21% Data Communications 

4. 16% Integrated Office Systems 

4. 15% Systems/software Programming 

5. 10% Systems Analysis 

6. 4% Financial Systems and Auditing 

The emphasis area of Information Management was 

determined to first in importance in both personal 

preference and the most in demand during the 1990's. 

Systems Analysis was chosen as the most in demand in today"s 

business environment. 

Selections Within Emphasis Area 

Tables II through VII display course selections within 

each of the six emphasis areas. These are ranked in order 

of percent of total responses and subdivided by business, 

mathematics, and computer categories. These categories of 

courses are commonly used in the development of 

information systems curriculum. The largest 

management 

percentage 

represents courses most consistently selected by respondents 

as important to the curriculum core. The smallest 

percentage represents courses least selected by respondents 

as necessary to the curriculum core. Horizontal bar 

charts were used to provide visual emphasis. 
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Table II is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the §Y&t~ffi§ ___ en~iY&t& emphasis area 

within the management information systems major. 

The following are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Principles of Management, 

Management Information Systems, Business Communications, 

Managerial Accounting, Business Statistics, Principles of 

Finance, Financial Accounting, Introduction to Business, 

Business Law, and Organizational Behavior. 

In the mathematics section college algebra <97%) and 

business calculus C73%) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Systems Analysis emphasis area 

with the third choice in the mathematics section receiving 

48%. 

The top ten computer courses were: Systems Analysis and 

Design, Introduction to Computer Information Systems, 

Program Design and Development, Data Structures and 

Databases, Computer Problem Solving, Problem Solving With 

Computers, Microcomputer Applications in Business, Software: 

Selection & Development, Hardware And Architecture, and 

Computers and Organizations. 

The course in computer Hardware and Architecture was 

considered to be of more importance within the §y§t~m& 

8n~iY§i§ emphasis area than in some other areas of 

concentration. 



TABLE I I 

REQUIRED COURSES -- SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

COURSE TITLE PERCENT 

Principles of Management 94 
Management Infortation Systets 94 
Business Communications 91 
Managerial Accounting 66 
Business Statistics 65 
Principles of Finance 62 
Financial Accountin9 57 
Introduction to Bus1ness 54 
Business Law 52 
Organizational Behavior 50 
Production and Operations Mgmt. 50 
Principles of Marketing 49 
Quantitative Methods in Business 48 
Corporate Finance 45 
Macro-Econo11ics 37 
Micro-Econoaics 30 
Small Business Management 24 
Money and Banking 24 

College Algebra 97 
Business Calculus 73 
Calculus I 48 
Discrete Mathematical Structures 48 
Numerical Analysis 45 
Finite Kathetaatics 42 
Plane Trigonotetry 29 
Calculus II 27 
Differential Equations 24 
Calculus II I 16 

Systems Analysis and Design 96 
Intro. to Computer Info. Syste1s 82 
Progra1 Design and Development 63 
Data Structures and Databases 60 
Computer Problea Solving 55 
Problem Solving With Coaputers 55 
Microcomptr Applications in Bus. 52 
Software: Selection l Developtent 52 
Hardware And Architecture 50 
Co1puters and Organizations 49 
Advanced Programting 37 
Systems Project 37 
Advanced Project: Database 34 
Techniques - Data Com•unications 31 
Survey ot Prograa1ing Languages 30 
Inforaation Center Manage1ent 29 
Computer Control and Auait 28 
Information Sys. Project !1g1t. 28 
Information Resource Management 29 
Integrated Systeas for Management 26 
Decision Sufport ~ Expert Systems 25 
Advanced Of 1ce Systeas 24 
Information Sys. Reporting 20 
Survey of Co1puter Grafhics 19 
Information Resource P anning 14 
Intra. to Artificial Intelligence 13 
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Table III is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the 

emphasis area. 

The following are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Management Information 

Systems, Principles of Management, Business Communications, 

. 
Managerial Accounting, Introduction to Business, Financial 

Accounting, Business Statistics, Principles of Finance, 

Business Law, and Quantitative Methods in Business. 

In the mathematics section college algebra (981.) and 

business calculus <701.) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Systems/Software Programming 

emphasis area with the third choice in the mathematics 

section receiving 49%. 

The top ten computer courses were: Introduction to 

Computer Information Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 

Program Design and Development, Software: Selection & 

Development, Data Structures and Databases, Computer Problem 

Solving, Hardware And Architecture, Microcomputer 

Applications in Business, Problem Solving With Computers, 

and Advanced Programming. 

Quantitative methods and advanced programming courses 

were considered to be of unique importance within the 



TABLE III 

REQUIRED COURSES -- SYSTEMS/SOFTWARE PROGRAMMING 

COURSE TITLE PERCENT PERCENT REPRESENTED BY HORIZONTAL BAR 

Management Information Syste~s 
Principles of Management 
Business Communications 
Managerial Accounting 
Introduction to Business 
Financial Accountin!l 

82 
80 
78 
69 
67 
b4 
60 
59 

Business Statistics
Principles of Finance 
Business Law 53 
Quantitative Methods in Business 53 
DrQanizational Behavior 50 
Prfnciples of Marketing 44 
Production and Operations Mgfit. 44 
Corporate Finance 37 
Macro-Econo~ics 37 
Kicro-Econosics 30 
Small Business Manage•ent 21 
!Ioney and Banking 20 

College Algebra 98 
Business Calculus 70 
Calculus I 49 
Numerical Analysis 45 
Discrete Mathematical Structures 42 
Finite llathe11atics 42 
Calculus II 27 
Differential Equations 25 
Plane Trigonometry 24 
Calculus III 17 

Intro. to Computer Info. Systems 82 
Systems Analysis and Design 73 
Progra1 Design and Develop11ent 66 
Software: Selection & Development b3 
Data Structures and Databases 57 
Coaputer Problet. Solving 56 
Hardware And Architecture 56 
"icroco1ptr Applications in Bus. 55 
Problem SolvinQ With Computers 53 
Advanced Prograauaing 50 
Computers and Organizations 44 
Survey of Programming Languages 38 
Advanced Project: Database 35 
Techniques - Data Communications 34 
Systems F'roiect 31 
Computer Control and Audit 25 
Inforaation Sys. Project Hgmt. 24 
Integrated Systems for ManageMent 24 
lnfortation Center Manageaent 22 
Decision Support & Expert SysteMs 20 
l nforfiati on Sys. Reoorti ng 20 
Survey of Computer Graphics 20 
Infort~ation Resource Kanaoe11ent 17 
Advanced Office Systems - 16 
Intro. to Artific1al Intelligence 13 
Information Resource Planning 12 
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Table IV is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the lnt~g~~t~~--Qff~£~-i~&t~ffi§ emphasis 

area. 

The following are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Principles of Management, 

Management Information Systems, Business Communications, 

Managerial Accounting, Principles of Finance, Organizational 

Behavior, Introduction to Business, Financial Accounting, 

Business Statistics, and Business Law. 

In the mathematics section college algebra (97i.) and 

business calculus <77i.) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Integrated Office Systems 

emphasis area with the third choice in the mathematics 

section receiving 45i.. 

The top ten computer courses were: Introduction to 

Computer Information Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 

Microcomputer Applications in Business, Program Design and 

Development, Data Structures and Databases, Software: 

Selection & Development, Computers and Organizations, 

Computer Problem Solving, Integrated Systems for Management, 

and Problem Solving With Programs. 

The course in computer Production and Operation 

Management was considered to be of more importance within 

the lnt~9t~t~~-Qff~£~ __ §Y&t~m& emphasis area than in some 

other areas of concentration. 



TABLE IV 

REQUIRED COURSES -- INTEGRATED OFFICE SYSTEMS 

COURSE TITLE PERCENT PERCENT REPRESENTED BY HORIZONTAL BAR 

as 
81 
80 
65 
bO 
59 
58 
58 

Principles of Hanagetent 
Management Infortation Systems 
Business Co1munications 
Managerial Accounting 
Principles of Finance 
Organizational Behavior 
Introduction to Business 
Financial Accounting 
Business Statistics 55 
Business Law 54 
Production and Operations Mgmt. 54 
Principles of Marketing 46 
Quantitative Methods in Business 44 
Corporate Finance 40 
Small Business Management 38 
Macro-Economics 36 
Hi cro-Economi cs 29 
Honey and Banking 22 

College Alqebra 97 
Business Calculus 77 
Numerical Analysis 45 
Calculus I 40 
Discrete Mathematical Structures 40 
Finite Mathematics 22 
Plane Tri gonoiletry 22 
Calculus II 19 
Differential Equations 19 
Calculus III 10 

Intra. to Computer Info. Systems 84 
Systess Analysis and Design 71 
M1crocomptr Applications 1n Bus. 59 
Program Design and Development 58 
Data Structures and Databases 54 
Software: Selection & Development 48 
Computers and Organizations 48 
Computer Problem Solving 44 
Integrated Systefis for Manage~ent 44 
Problem Solving With Programs 43 
Advanced Office Syste~s 41 
Information Center Manageaent 40 
Hardware And Architecture 36 
Advanced Program11ing 30 
Survey of Programaing Languages 30 
Information Resource Manage1ent 29 
Techniques - Data Coamunications 28 
Information Sys. Project Mg1t. 28 
Advanced Project: Database 25 
Computer Control and Audit 25 
Decision Support & Expert Systems 25 
Information Resource Planning 22 
Information Svs. Reporting 21 
Survey of Computer Graphics 15 
Systems Project 13 
Intro. to Artificial Intelligence 10 
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Table V is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the E!DID~!~l--§~mt~m! __ IQ~ ___ ey~!t!ng 

emphasis area within the management information systems 

major. 

The following are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Principles of Management, 

Business Communications, Management Information Systems, 

Principles of Finance, Financial Accounting, Managerial 

Accounting, Corporate Finance, Business Statistics, 

Introduction to Business, and Principles of Marketing. 

In the mathematics section college algebra (98%) and 

business calculus <77%) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Financia~ Systems and Auditing 

emphasis area with the third choice in the mathematics 

section receiving 47%. 

The top ten computer courses were: Introduction to 

Computer Information Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 

Computer Control and Audit, Pt-ogram Design and Development, 

Microcomputer Applications in Business, Data Structures and 

Databases, Computer Problem Solving, Software: Selection & 

Development, Problem Solving With Programs, and Computers 

and Organizations. 

Corporate Finance and Computer Control and Audit 

courses were considered to be of unique importance within 

the E!DID~!Il_§~!t~m!_~n~_BY~!t!ng emphasis area. 



TABLE V 

REQUIRED COURSES -- FINANCIAL SYSTEMS AND AUDITING 

COURSE TITLE PERCENT PERCENT REPRESENTED BY HORIZONTAL BAR 

Principles of Management 79 
Business Communications 77 
Managetent Information Systeas 77 
Principles of Finance 73 
Finand al Accounting 73 
Managerial Accounting 69 
Corporate Finance 66 
BU!s1ness Statistics 57 
Introduction to Business 54 
Principles of Marketing 4B 
Business Law 47 
Quantitative Methods in Business 47 
Money and Banking 47 
Macro-Econoaics 46 
Organizational Behavior 42 
Production and Operations Mgat. 39 
Micro-Economics 37 
Small Business Management 25 

College Algebra 99 
Business Calculus 77 
Calculus I 47 
Nuaerical Analysis 44 
Finite Mathe11atics 41 
Discrete Mathematical Structures 39 
DiHerential Equations 24 
Plane Trigonotetry 24 
Calculus II 23 
Calculus III 12 

Intro. to Computer Info. Systems B6 
Syste&S Analysis and Design 70 
Computer Control and Audit 61 
Program Design and Development 59 
Microcoaptr Applications in Bus. 55 
Data Structures and Databases 51 
Computer Proble11 Solving 50 
Software: Selection L Development 49 
Problet Solving With Programs 47 
Computers and Organizations 43 
Hardware And Architecture 37 
Advanced Progra111ing 32 
Integrated Systeas for Management 32 
Techniques - Data Com•unications 30 
Survey of Programming Languages 29 
lnforaation Center Management 27 
Information Sys. Report1ng 27 
Advanced Pro1ect: Database 26 
Information Sys. Project Mgmt. 24 
Advanced Office Systems 23 
Decision Support & Expert Systems 20 
Infortation Resource Kanageaent 18 
Systems Project 17 
Survey of Co1puter Grafhics 16 
lnforaation Resource P anning 14 
lntro. to Artificial Intelligence 10 
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Table VI is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the RAt@_QQffiffiYDi~@tlQD§ emphasis area. 

The following are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Business Communications, 

Management Information Systems, Principles of Management, 

Managerial Accounting, Principles of Finance, Introduction 

to Business, Financial Accounting, Business Statistics, 

Business Law, and Organizational Behavior. 

In the mathematics section college algebra <100%) and 

business calculus <75%) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Data Communications emphasis 

area with the third choice in the mathematics section 

receiving 49%. 

The top ten computer courses were: Introduction to 

Computer Information 

Program Design and 

Databases, Techniques 

Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 

Development, Data Structures and 

Data Communications, Microcomputer 

Applications in Business, Software: Selection & Development, 

Computer Problem Solving, Computers and Organizations, and 

Hardware And Architecture. 

Techniques - Data Communications was the only course 

considered uniquely important to the R•t•_QgmmYn!~•t!gng 

emphasis area. 



TABLE VI 

REQUIRED COURSES -- DATA COMMUNICATIONS 

COURSE T1 TLE PERCENT PERCENT REPRESENTED BY HORIZONTAL BAR 

Business Coamunications 90 
l'lanagement lnforaation Systems 84 
Principles of Manaqement B1 
llanagedal Accountfng 64 
Principles of Finance 60 
Introduction to Business 57 
Financial Accounting 57 
Business Statistics 56 
Business Law 54 
Organizational Behavior 51 
Pnm:iples of l'larketing 49 
Production and Operations Mgmt. 44 
Quantitative Methods in Bus1ness 44 
Corporate Finance 38 
l'lacro-Econofiics 37 
Small Business Manageaent 29 
IIi ~:ro-Econolli cs 28 
!'Ioney and Banking 24 

Call ege AI C!l~br a 100 
Business Calculus 75 
Calculus I 49 
Numer i 1:al Analysis 49 
Discrete Matheaatical Structures 45 
Finite Mathe1atics 42 
Plane Trigono11etry 23 
Differential Equations 18 
Calculus II 18 
Calculus III 10 

Intra. to Co1puter Info. Systems B2 
Systems Analysis and Design 68 
Program Design and DevelopMent 58 
Data Structures and Databases 56 
Techniques - Data Coaaunications 55 
Microcomptr Applications in Bus. 54 
Software: Selection ~ Developaent 50 
Computer Problem Solving 4B 
Computers and Organizations 45 
Hardware And Architecture 43 
Problea Solving With Programs 42 
Survey of Programming languages 35 
Advanced Progralllling 32 
Advanced Pro1ect: Database 29 
Information Center Management 28 
Integrated Systems for ManaQement 27 
Computer Control and Audit - 24 
Information Sys. Project Mg1t. 24 
lnfor1ation Sys. Reporting 22 
Advanced Office Syste1s 21 
Decision Support ~ Expert Systems 20 
Information Resource Management 1B 
Intro. to Artificial Intelligence 18 
Syste11s Proiect 17 
Survey of Computer Graphics 14 
Information Resource Planning 13 
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Table VII is a graphic display of the analysis of 

courses the participants indicate should be required of 

persons selecting the .!JJ.fQr.::.!!H!t!;J.Q!J. .... ME!.!J.~Q.gf.!'.!§!J.t. emphasis area. 

The foll o"~i ng are the top ten business courses selected 

by the majority of participants: Principles of Management, 

Management Information Systems, Business Communications, 

Managerial Accounting, Principles of Finance, Business 

Statistics, Introduction to Business, Business Law, 

Financial Accounting, and Production and Operations 

Management. 

In the mathematics section college algebra <99i0 and 

business cal cul Lts (75'Y.) were perceived by an overwhelming 

majority as critical to the Information Management emphasis 

area with the third choice in the mathematics section 

receiving 44'Y.. 

The top ten computer courses were: Introduction to 

Computer Information Systems, Systems Analysis and Design, 

Program Design and Development, Data Structures and 

Databases, Microcomputer Applications in Business, Software: 

Selection and Development, Information Center Management, 

Computer Problem Solving, Computers and Organizations, and 

Information Systems Project Management. 

The 

considered 

Production and Operations 

more important in the 

Management course was 

area of Infgr.::.m~t!9!J. 

M~!J.~Q§f.!'.!§!J.t than in any other areas of concentration. 



TABLE VII 

REQUIRED COURSES -- INFORMATION MANAGEMENT 

COURSE TITLE PERCENT PERCENT REPRESENTED BY HORIZONTAL BAR 

Principles of Management 89 
Management Infor1ation Systems 88 
Business Communications 84 
Managerial Accounting 67 
Principles of Finance 60 
Business Statistics 59 
Introduction to Business 59 
Business Law 57 
Financial Accounting 56 
Production and Operations Mgat. 55 
Organizational Behavior 53 
Pnnciples of Marketing 47 
Quantitative Methods in Business 47 
Corporate Finance 41 
Macro-Economics 37 
Small Business Management 32 
Micro-Economics 26 
Money and Banking HI 

College Algebra 99 
Business Calculus 75 
Numerical Analysis 44 
Discrete Mathematical Structures 44 
Calculus I 43 
Finite Matheiatics 41 
Differential Equations 22 
Plane Trigonometry 22 
Calculus II 22 
Calculus III 10 

Intro. to Computer Info. Systems 82 
Systems Analysis and Design 6B 
Progra1 Design and Development 59 
Data Structures and Databases 52 
Hicrocomptr Applications in Bus. 50 
Software: Selection L Development 48 
Information Center Management 48 
Computer Problea Solvin9 47 
Computers and Organizat1ons 46 
Information Sys. Project Mgat. 46 
Problem Solving With Programs 42 
Information Resource Management 37 
Hardware And Architecture 35 
lnfortation Sys. Reporting 35 
Information Resource Planning 35 
Integrated Syste1s for Manageaent 34 
Ad·vanced Progra11ing 32 
Survey of Programming Languages 30 
Advanced Project: Database 27 
Techniques - Data Communications 27 
Computer Control and Audit 23 
Advanced Office Systems 23 
Decision Support ~ Expert Systets 21 
Systets Project 15 
Survey of Co1puter Sraphics 15 
Intra. to Artificial Intelligence 11 
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Table VIII is a summary of the numeric data contained 

in Tables II through VII. Additionally, the percent rankings 

of each course were averaged and results were used to 

display courses selected most frequently overall in high to 

low rank order. 

Within the table lines are drawn to indicate the 

business, mathematics, and computer subdivisions in that 

order. A break within each subdivision was used to indicate 

courses falling below a 50% level. The 50% break point is 

arbitrary and only serves as the researcher~s base in the 

evaluation of the data. 

An asterisk is used to highlight those courses found to 

be uniquely important within each emphasis area. Although 

these courses fell below the 50% level in the overall 

average, they equaled or surpassed the 50% level when 

addressing the specific emphasis area. 

Production and operations management was considered to 

be a unique course requirement in Systems Analysis, 

Integrated Office Systems, and Information Management 

emphasis areas. Quantitative methods in business was a 

unique selection within the Systems/Software Programmer 

emphasis area while corporate finance was selected by 66X of 

the participants as being of unique importance to the 

Financial Systems and Auditing emphasis area. 

No mathematics courses other than college algebra and 

business calculus were considered to be unique requirements 

within any of the emphasis areas. 
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TABLE VIII 

PERCENT OF RESPONSES -- SUMMARY 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------svs. OFFICE DATA INFO. 
BUSINESS COURSES------------------- AVERAGE ANALYST PROS. svs. FINANCE COMI'I. I'ISI'IT. 

Principles of Mana~eaent 83 84 80 85 79 81 89 
l'lanagement Informa ion Systeas 83 84 83 81 77 84 88 
Business Communications 82 81 78 so 77 90 83 
Managerial Accounting 67 66 69 65 69 64 67 
Principles of Finance 62 62 59 60 73 60 60 
Financial Accounting 61 57 64 58 76 57 56 
Business Statistics 59 65 60 55 57 56 59 
Introduction to Business 57 54 57 58 54 57 59 
Business law 54 52 53 54 57 54 57 
Organizational Behavior 51 50 50 59 42 51 53 

Production and Operations Management 48 50 f 43 54 * 39 44 55 * Princifles of Marketing 47 4B 43 46 48 49 47 
Quanti ative Methods in Business 47 48 53 f 44 47 43 47 
Corporate Finance 45 45 37 40 66 * 38 41 
Macro-Econolics 38 38 37 lb 46 37 37 
l'licro-Econo•ics 30 30 30 29 37 28 26 
Small Business Manage1ent 28 23 21 38 25 30 32 
!'Ioney and Banking 26 23 20 22 47 23 18 

MATHEMATICS COURSES -------------------------------------------------------------------
College Algebra 98 97 98 97 98 100 99 
Business Calculus 75 73 70 77 77 75 75 

Numerical Analysis 44 45 45 44 44 40 44 
Calculus I 44 48 49 40 46 40 43 
Discrete l'lathesatical Structures 43 48 43 40 39 45 44 
Finite Mathematics 42 43 42 44 41 42 41 
Plane Tri1onoaetry 24 29 23 22 25 23 22 
Calculus I 23 27 27 19 23 18 22 
Differential Equations 22 23 25 19 24 18 23 
Calculus III 13 16 17 10 12 11 10 

COMPUTER COURSES ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Intro. to Computer Inforaation Systems 83 82 82 84 86 82 82 
Syste1s Analysis and Design 73 86 73 71 70 bB 68 
Program Design and Develop1ent 60 63 65 58 59 58 59 
Data Structures and Databases 55 60 57 54 51 57 52 
Microcomputer Applications in Business 54 52 55 59 55 54 50 
Software: Selection l Developaent 51 52 63 48 49 50 48 
Coaputer Problea Solving 50 55 56 44 50 48 47 

Com~uters and or;anizations 46 49 44 48 43 45 46 
Pro lem Solving ith Prograas 46 50 * 53 * 42 47 42 42 
Hardware And Architecture 43 50 * 56 * 36 37 43 35 
Advanced Prograaming 36 37 50 * 30 32 33 32 
Techniques - Data Coaaunications 34 31 34 28 30 55 I 27 
Survey of Prograaming Languates 32 30 38 30 29 35 30 
Inforaation Center HanaQeaen 32 28 22 40 27 28 48 
Integrated S~stems for ftanageaent 31 2b 24 44 32 27 34 
Computer Con rol and Audit 31 28 25 25 61 * 25 23 
Advanced Pro~ect: Database 29 34 35 25 26 29 27 
Infor1ation ysteas Project Hanageaent 29 28 24 28 24 24 46 
Advanced Office Systeas 25 24 16 41 23 21 23 
Inforaation Systeas Reporting 24 20 19 21 27 22 35 
Inforaation Resource Management 23 17 18 29 18 18 37 
Systeas Project 22 37 31 13 17 17 15 
Decision Sup~ort l Ex~ert Systems 22 25 20 25 20 19 21 
Inforaation esource lanning 18 14 12 22 14 13 35 
Survey of Computer Graphics 16 18 19 15 16 14 15 
Intro. to Artificial Intelligence 13 13 13 10 10 18 12 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Within the computer category, the problem solving with 

programs and hardware and architecture courses were 

considered as uniquely important. Advanced programming was 

uniquely important within the Programming emphasis while 

computer control and audit was considered important by 61% 

of the respondents. Techniques data communications was 

considered important (55%) when referring to the Data 

Communications emphasis area. However, the course was 

considered of low priority within the other five emphasis 

areas. 

No computer courses within the Integrated Office 

Systems and Information Management Systems emphasis areas 

were considered to be of unique importance when using the 

50% break. 

Most Popular Computer Course 

The most frequent response to the question asking for a 

selection of six courses which they might want to take as 

electives in their present major resulted in 35 percent 

indicating that they would want to take a course in 

microcomputer applications for business. 



CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The content of the chapter is divided into four 

sections. A summary of the study is presented in the first 

section followed by the conclusions of the study. The 

implications section discusses the relevance of the study to 

the Tulsa educational environment and the final section 

contains the recommendations 

research. 

for practice and further 

Summary of the Findings 

The purpose of this study was to determine courses 

which might be included in an undergraduate business 

computer applications curriculum appropriate for the Tulsa 

public supported, post secondary educational environment. 

The present post secondary public educational 

environment in Tulsa includes the three campuses comprising 

Tulsa Junior College and the recently created University 

Center at Tulsa. Individuals earning an Associate in Arts or 

Associate in Science degree at Tulsa Junior College satisfy 

the general education requirements of undergraduate programs 

at; state supported four year colleges and universities. 

45 
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Tulsa Junior College computer programs under the business 

department has over 4,500 students. 

Tulsa Junior College is well established and offers 

some courses historically categorized as upper division at 

Oklahoma's state universities. These courses are accepted by 

Langston and Northeastern as satisfying specific course 

requirements. A typical student has the potential of 

i ncl Ltdi ng 

designated 

many more of 

upper division 

what have 

courses in 

been traditionally 

their plan of study. 

This fact has significant bearing on the development of 

undergraduate programs in Tulsa. 

The University Center at Tulsa, established in 1982, 

draws upon educational resources of Langston University, 

Northeastern Oklahoma State University, Oklahoma State 

University and the University of Oklahoma to provide needed 

courses at the third and forth year of undergraduate study 

and at the master's level. Tulsa Junior College and Rogers 

State College have jurisdiction over all lower division 

work. When more than one public institution offers work in a 

given field, proximity as well as level of accreditation is 

considered in determining which institution will provide the 

program. 

Priority was given to the establishment of educational 

programs which were in high demand. Public and private 

institutions plan together for the articulation of students 

so that the mix of courses available from both public and 

private institutions can be utilized most efficiently. 
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A student pursuing a bachelor of science degree through 

state supported institutions in Tulsa might enroll 

concurrently at an area junior college and at the University 

Center at Tulsa pursing a degree through Langston University 

or Northeastern State University. 

Quality public higher education programs have been made 

available through the University Center at Tulsa and others 

will be added as needs are determined and resources permit. 

The University Center at Tulsa student is typically 

older than traditional students, works full time, is 

married, and has extensive prior college study. Students 

are more serious in their study and they want programs that 

will provide immediate benefit in their work environment. 

More than 60% of the Spring 1985 upper division enrollment 

was in business courses. University Center students 

demographics reflect national trends indicating adults are 

returning to college in record numbers. The majority are 

part time learners and do not find that curricula developed 

for traditional college students meet their needs. 

The advent of the "micro" computer has escalated 

computer sales and the applications of computers in homes 

and businesses. The demand for education has moved toward 

the application of computers. 

The technological advancement of the computer follows 

closely that of the telephone. Generic software packages are 

today~s parallel to the dial phone. 

Data processing professionals are concerned over the 
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technological change and feel priority problem areas are 

educational issues which fall into three main areas: user 

educatibn, data processing management education and 

education in microcomputers, networks, database concepts, 

and decision support systems. Professional organizations 

concerned with curriculum development indicate an increasing 

demand in the public and private sector for information 

systems technology. 

Information management personnel will have a major 

impact on corporate environments in the coming decade and 

colleges and universities are beginning to respond • The 

University of Missouri at Columbia has implemented a 

Management Information Systems degree program in response to 

the demand and the Data Processing Management Association 

<DPMA) 1984 directory includes a list of 236 colleges and 

universities which have implemented all or part of their 

undergraduate computer information systems curriculum. 

The computer has become a management tool as well as an 

operational tool and the computer information specialist 

needs a greater understanding of business processes. The 

American Assembly Collegiate Schools of Business 

accreditation has set standards for business curricula which 

include courses in 

economics, law, 

marketing, 

accounting, 

production, 

quantitative 

finance, 

methods, 

informations systems, organizational theory, communications, 

and management. Management Information Systems curriculum 

developed in response to current and projected needs have in 
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common a core which includes traditional business courses 

and computer courses. 

Determining courses appropriate for the Tulsa area was 

the focus of this study. The methodology for this study 

used telephone and in-person interviews conducted with 

college and university educators from the Tulsa area working 

in the field of business computer applications. The 

population sample was selected from business and computer 

science students enrolled at public supported post secondary 

educational institutions in Tulsa. 

The instrument was a questionnaire devised by the 

researcher and based on information from interviews and the 

Data Processing Management 

1986 curriculum model. The 

developed at the time of 

guidelines were designed 

Association <DPMA> preliminary 

proposed DPMA model was being 

the study. DPMA curriculum 

primarily for four year 

undergraduate programs offering a concentration of business 

courses. These guidelines recognize the need for 

articulation between two and four year programs. 

The method of collecting the data was the in-person 

distribution of questionnaires in classes at the University 

Center at Tulsa and Tulsa Junior College. Results were 

tabulated and displayed in tables. 

Of the 115 business students completing the 

questionnaire, 93 were employed. The average age was 29 and 

the median age was 30. Computer majors and/or minors 

numbered 52 and a total of 90 participants indicated that 
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they would like more information on a major or minor in 

computers. A total of 46 participants indicated that they 

would be willing to participate in an advisory capacity in 

the development and implementation of a Management 

Information Systems curriculum. A total of 48 indicated that 

they had attained an associate degree 35 of which were 

earned at Tulsa Junior College. 

When asked to indicate which emphasis area was in most 

demand in today~s business environment, 24% responded 

with Systems Analysis while 21% selected Information 

Management. Participants were asked to indicate which 

emphasis area would be in most demand in 1990~s business 

environment and 34% selected Information Management. 

Table IX is a summary of the numeric data contained in 

Table VIII with course and percentage information displayed 

only for instances where at least 50% indicated the course 

to be necessary to an emphasis area core. 

Lines are drawn within the table to indicate the 

business, mathematics, and computer subdivisions in that 

order. A break within each subdivision was used to indicate 

courses falling below a 50% level. The 50% break point is 

arbitrary and only serves as the researcher's base in the 

evaluation of the data. 



TABLE IX 

REQUIRED COURSES SELECTED BY 
50% OR MORE OF RESPONDENTS 

AVERAGE SYS. OFFICE 
BUSINESS COURSES------------------- PERCENT ANALYST PROS. SYS. 

Principles of Mana~ement a3 a4 so as 
Manage1ent Informa ion Systeas a3 84 83 at 
Business Communications 82 81 78 BO 
Managerial Accounting 67 66 69 65 
Principles of Finance 62 62 59 b() 
Fin and al Accounting 61 57 64 sa 
Business Statistics 59 65 bO 55 
Introduction to Business 57 54 57 sa 
Business Law 54 52 53 54 
Organizational Behavior 51 50 50 59 

Production and D~erations Management 50 f 54 * Quantitative Met ads in Business 53 f 
Corporate Finance 

DATA INFO. 
FINANCE Cfli'IM. I'ISHT. 

79 81 89 
77 a4 e8 
77 9(1 83 
69 64 67 
73 60 bO 
76 57 56 
57 56 59 
54 57 59 
57 54 57 

51 53 

55 * 
bb f 

MATHEMATICS COURSES -------------------------------------------------------------------
College Algebra 98 97 9a 97 98 100 99 
Business Calculus 75 7l 70 77 77 75 75 

CflMPUTER COURSES ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Intrc. to Computer Information Systems 
Systems Analysis and Design 
Progra1 Design and Development 
Data Structures and Databases 
Microcomputer Afplications in Business 
Software: Selec 10n ~ Develop1ent 
Computer Proble1 Solving 

Problem Solving With Programs 
Hardware And Architecture 
Advanced Programaing 
Techniques - Data Coamunications 
Computer Control and Audit 

83 
73 
60 
55 
54 
51 
50 

82 82 
86 73 
63 65 
bO 57 
52 55 
52 63 
55 56 

50 * 53 * 
50 * 56 f 

50 * 

84 Bb 82 82 
71 70 68 ba 
58 59 58 59 
54 51 57 52 
59 55 54 50 

50 
50 

55 * 
61 i 

51 

An asterisk is used to highlight those courses found to 

be uniquely important within each emphasis area. Although 

these courses fell below the 50X level in the overall 

average, they equaled or surpassed the 50% level when 

considered within the specific emphasis area. 
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Conclusions 

Among the business courses, production and operations 

management was considered to be a unique requirement in 

Systems Analysis, Integrated Office Systems, and Information 

Management emphasis areas. Quantitative methods in business 

was a unique selection within the Systems/Software 

Programmer emphasis area while corporate finance was 

selected by 66'Y. of the participants as being of unique 

importance to the Financial Systems and Auditing emphasis 

area. 

Overall, those business courses exceeding the 50'Y. level 

satisfied American Assembly of Collegiate of Business 

accreditation with the exception of marketing and economics. 

Respondents indicated college algebra and business 

calculus to be of major importance within all emphasis areas 

while no other mathematics courses were considered to be 

uniquely required. 

Within the computer category, the problem solving with 

programs and hardware and architecture courses were 

considered as uniquely important. 

uniquely important within the 

computer control and audit was 

Advanced programming was 

Programming emphasis while 

considered important by 61'Y. 

data communications was of the respondents. Techniques 

considered important <55'Y.) when referring to the Data 

Communications emphasis area. However, the course was 

considered of low priority within the other emphasis areas. 

No computer courses within the Integrated Office 



Systems and Information Management Systems emphasis areas 

were considered to be of unique importance when using the 

50% break. 

Implications 

Adult education aspects of the population seeking 

undergraduate business degrees through the University Center 

at Tulsa requires that students participate in the 

curriculum development process. Forty-six of the 115 

surveyed i~dicated a willingness to participate in the 

program development as advisors. Adult students are very 

aware of their educational needs and should be included as 

an important part of all program development. Student 

acceptance would be greatly enhanced by their involvement. 

There is an ongoing necessity for coordinated program 

development among the colleges participating in the 

University Center at Tulsa and area junior colleges. The 

well established junior college programs provide a solid 

foundation which often includes courses traditionally 

offered at the junior and senior level. University Center 

programs can capitalize on the junior college strength by 

providing additional elective courses which could lead to 

degrees with more than one major emphasis. 

Preliminary findings support the need for a Management 

Information Systems program at the undergraduate level 

within the Tulsa public supported educational system. 

Determination should be made within University Center at 
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Tulsa policies and guidelines as to which ~articipating 

institution is best qualified to support a Management 

Information Systems curriculum. 

Recommendations 

Preliminary data from this research were made available 

to persons conducting the Data Processing Management 

Association <DPMA> 1986 national study. The DPMA 1986 model 

was subsequently revised and the course listing from the 

second draft dated April 12, 1985, is shown in Appendix D. 

The questionnaire used in this survey should be revised 

to reflect changes in the DPMA 1986 model and the study 

should be replicated using a larger sampling within a 

broader statistical base. Responses should be gathered from 

business and computer science educators, business management 

and administrative personnel within the private sector, and 

those adult students working within the field of business 

computer applications. A study of this magnitude would 

provide a sound basis for comparison of the perceptions of 

those providing the education, those receiving the 

education, and the business community needing Management 

Information Systems professionals. 

There should be coordinated effort among participating 

educational institutions to determine which colleges or 

universities might best provide courses within the 

Management Information Systems curriculum. 

Frequent contact should be made with representatives of 
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the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business and 

the North Central Association of Colleges and Schools to 

assure final curriculum decisions 

accreditation standards. 

are consistent with 
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!~ __ gQffiRYt~~§ __ ~D~-Q~g@Q!~~tlQD§ - A survey of computer 
applications, of information needs in business, of 
microcomputers, and of information systems that meet all 
these needs. Emphasis in reviewing computers will be on 
capabilities rather than operating features. Stress will be 
placed on the development and care of data assets in the 
form of files and databases. The idea that collections of 
data become models of the computer-using organization will 
be introduced and developed. File and database organization 
structures and capabilities will be covered. Also to be 
stressed will be the transaction-drive nature of businesses. 
That is, a business exists to conduct specific types and 
volumes of transactions with identified, targeted markets or 
entities. Transaction objectives are the driving force that 
leads to the creation and ongoing existence of a business. 
Once transaction targets are established, a business 
organizes itself to conduct those transactions. Thus, 
organizations structures and job descriptions for all 
employees relate directly to the transactions for which a 
business exists. Accounting, production, and other systems 
on which organization depends are, in turn, structured to 
support the same, basic transaction patterns. 
Entrepreneurial and managerial motivations within 
transaction-driven business will be explo~ed. Computers 
will then be cast in their real role: They are transaction 
processors and information generators that support the 
missions of the organizations that use them. Emphasis will 
be on application packages rather than on program 
development. Students will use special, pedagogical 
software packages for microcomputers. This hands-on 
experience will include work with a word processor, an 
integrated accounting application, a database program, and a 
spreadsheet package. Students will go through a series of 
application practice sessions at the introductory level 
only. That is, they will follow instruction manuals rather 
than being expected to participate in application design and 
development. 

~~---GQffiPYt~~--E~g~l~m __ iQlY!ng This will be an 
introduction to the principles of computer systems. As a 
qualification, this is not a course in systems analysis and 
design. Rather, the course is an in-depth look, aided by 
extensive case materials and microcomputer applications, at 
what computer systems are, how they go together, and what 
they do. The systems life cycle will be introduced. This 
is not the systems development life cycle, but the basic 
pattern of birth, growth, decline, and disuse common in all 
information systems. One of the main achievements of the 
course will be to introduce students to the requirements for 
managerial problem solving and decision making. Then, 
students will master processes, or procedures, for solving 
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problems and making decisions. Differences between 
structured, unstructured, and semi-structured decision 
situations will be introduced, followed by explanations that 
computer lend themselves to structured and semi-structured 
situations. Thus, computers would not be good tools for 
creating advertising or promotions campaigns. But computers 
would be excellent aids in selecting shipping routes for 
finished goods. Basic functions, or modules, or computer 
programs that can be combined into systems will be 
identified and introduced. It will be shown that virtually 
any business information system can be constructed from such 
elements as data capture routines, data validation routines, 
data entry programs, file creation routines, sort 
utilities, file updating programs, detail reporting 
programs, summary reporting programs, and file management 
systems. Students will do a few rudimentary exercises 
involving construction of systems from such basic modules. 
This body of knowledge, it is felt, constitutes a basis of 
programming readiness that introduces a new dimension to 
computer information systems studies. Programmers who start 
from this base are bound to learn more than rudimentary 
coding skills. 

~~--E~Q~l~m __ §9lYing_~ith __ p~gg~~ffi§ This will be an 
introductory course in program design and development. 
Students will work to a structured, multi-phase program 
development process. The process involves five phases for 
understanding, design, specification, coding, and checking 
programs. The process is responsive to business and system 
needs and is independent of specific programming languages. 
This course, then, will encompass phases of the process 
through the preparation of pseudo code that can be 
implemented in any high level language. Instructors will 
then be free to ask students to code programs in a language 
or languages chosen by the instructor or at the option of 
the student. Examples within supportive materials for the 
course can illustrate coding in multiple languages. 
Instructors can also use reference manuals from computer 
manufactures as a guide for coding--as long as they have 
solid concepts to use for planning and design activities. 
This approach, it is felt, will encourage a healthy trend 
toward multilingual capabilities among future CIS 
professionals. 

4~--E~gg~~m __ Q§§ign_~n~_R§Y§l9Pffi§Dt This will be the 
advanced programming course within the curriculum. It 
should stress the building of skills in one language. 
Subject to responses to surveys preceding introduction of 
the curriculum, the logical tentative choice appears to be 
COBOL. Stress will be placed on such topics as clear 
documentation for the maintainability of programs, efficient 
use of computing equipment, test file development, module 
and program testing, full system test, and other advanced 
professional topics. 
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~~--Qi1§ __ §1~Y£1Y~m§L_Q§ii_~Q~·l§L_ID~-QI11~1§.§ - This 
course will be organized for continuity with the first four 
courses in the DPMA 1986 curriculum. At the same time, this 
course stresses the need for academic recognition of the 
prevalence of databases in the world of computing. At 
present, database techniques are beyond the scope of most 
programming courses. This course will stress application 
development through fourth and fifth generation programming 
techniques. These advanced techniques are designed to take 
advantage of database capabilities and are built upon an 
assumption of the prevalence of database systems within the 
computer using universe. In a world in which millions of 
microcomputers apply database and spreadsheet programs, it 
is not acceptable for programmers to leave four year college 
programs without being able to fit into a database 
environment. Content of the course will stress basic 
knowledge in data structures, normalization of data, data 
modeling, and database methods. Students will learn the 
rudiments of construction of database schema. 

~~---§YI1gm __ AnllYili __ IQ~--P•1!9D - The emphasis upon 
systems concepts and systematic thinking throughout the 
curriculum will make it possible to cover the basic tools 
and methods of systems development in a single semester. 
This course will stress use of modular programming 
techniques and information center methods for building 
systems in direct collaboration between users and analysts. 
Emphasis will be on modern, time compressed techniques. 
However, traditional life cycle methods, along with data 
flow analysis and other methodologies that emerged from the 
1970s will also be covered. In this way, the course will 
represent a connection between the new and older methods 
that students may still encounter in some systems shops. 

z~ __ §XIigm§ __ E~Qi~£1 - This will be a capstone course. 
Emphasis will be on present day productivity tools. 
Students will be encouraged to use microcomputers and 
commercial software packages to construct complete, 
operational systems within the span of a single semester. 
In the past, with emphasis on large systems, it was 
virtually impossible for students to work through a complete 
life cycle approach and to implement a set of programs for 
large system use during a single semester. Thus, use of 
minicomputers will add dimension to student experiences. To 
the extend possible, instructors will be advised to guide 
students into projects that involve interaction between 
microcomputers and large systems, possible information 
utilities. Thus, basic files for a student project might be 
derived through telephone access to a database system. To 
the extent possible, students should also be encouraged to 
develop systems using database and/or DSS or expert system 
software. 
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§~ ___ Ml~~Q~QffiRYt§~ __ Bgp!t£~t!QD§ __ fg~--~Y§!D§§§ - This 
survey of microcomputer hardware and software uses in 
business discusses processing needs and opportunities from 
the perspective of the individual user. The course also 
reviews standard software packages available to support a 
microcomputer based executive work station. Included are 
descriptions of and hands-on work with word and text 
processors, electronic spreadsheets~ file and database 
management systems, graphics packages, and accounting and 
other common application packages. Students will acquire 
the technical tools and knowledge applicable to the 
remaining courses in their academic programs. Practice set 
materials covering realistic business situations should be 
included, along with commercial and instructional software 
to provide hands-on experience. 

9~---B~Y~D~§~ __ Qff!£§ __ §y§t§m§ - Until the late 1970s, 
everyday office operations appear to have existed on a 
bypass apart from the mainstream of the ongoing computer 
revolution. Computers processed and transformed data. They 
did this work copiously and with some degree of excellence. 
Portions of the office work force detail with data conveying 
documents came into the orbit of centralized, often 
monolithic, computer systems. On the other hand, the large 
segment of the office, administrative, and executive 
populations responsible for dealing with textual materials 
were either left or had to content themselves with 
inadequate, electromechanical substitutes. While data 
processing specialists had their 360s and 370s, text based 
office applications struggled with magnetic tape and 
magnetic card devices of limited productivity and value. 
This course puts a perspective on the needs, potentials, and 
urgencies of systems to support modern office functions. 
Particular emphasis is given to the need for ultimate 
coordination and integration of text and data based 
processing systems. This integration is a pressing need 
that will be met. In the process, the programs that emerge 
can have a profound effect on the work assignments and 
careers of CIS professionals. 

!Q~ ___ !nt§g~~t§~ ___ §y§t§m§ ___ fq~---B~mtn!§t~~t!gn ___ ~n~ 
M~D@Q§ffi§Dt - This course represents a continuation of the 
content explored in 9. Advanced Office Systems. Given that 
data and text based systems are evolving separately, 
planning must begin soon, and implementation programs must 
follow, to establish coordination between office based and 
centralized information systems. Consider: There may be 
thousands of people in a large company with expenditure 
authorizations sufficient to buy their own microcomputers. 
Companies may have hundreds of database or spreadsheet 
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programs preparing reports for what should be coordinated 
plans. This is already happening. Something has to be done 
in the near future before anarchy takes over. Another 
aspect lies in the changing legal climate which makes it 
critical to find a means of taking control over the basic 
act of letter writing. Sales and service personnel with 
large companies regularly write letters of memos to 
customers that commit their employers to millions of dollars 
in expenditures, all without benefit of corporate policy or 
authorization. This course will establish the problem in 
the belief that awareness on the part of students will 
contribute to future solutions. Research and case studies 
will be used to demonstrate potential solutions to 
identified problems. 

!l~_lntrg~y,t!gnL§YrY§Y_Qf_Ggmgyt§r_§r~Pbl'm - Graphics 
are becoming a major factor in the computing world. At this 
writing, major implementation emphasis is in the CAD/CAM 
field. However, business applications for graphics are 
drawing considerable interest from users. Software houses 
are developing major offerings of graphics aimed at business 
presentations, training, and communication. The course will 
identify needs an applications for graphics in business, 
highlighting such developments as laser printers and 
advanced displays techniques. Also to be highlighted will 
be the principles behind the software packages being used to 
generate graphics. Hardware innovations, such as video 
imaging into computer graphics systems, will also be 
covered, as will advanced light pen, mouse, and other input 
techniques. Imaging methods and on-line composition 
involving text and graphics will be covered. 

!7~_R§£l§lgn_§yggg~t-~n~--~~Q§~t_§y§t§ffi§ - This course 
is about the manager~s responsibilities for problem solving 
and decision making and about those areas in which computers 
can be used as informational tools to support selection of 
alternatives to meet needs or solve problems. It has been a 
tenet of the computer age that the ability to develop 
information helps to solve problems and reach decisions. 
However, the systems covered in this course go beyond 
traditional file and information manipulation. A decision 
support or expert system follows a reasoned, logical pattern 
established by the designer. The system assembles and 
organizes data on its own, returning to the user for added 
information required to produce an analysis. Interaction 
can also be from user to system. That is, on request from 
the user, the system will disclose the logical path followed 
in arriving at any offered diagnosis and recommendation. 
Decision support systems are gaining great acceptance at top 
levels in business organizations. To date, the most common 
and successful expert systems are used for medical 
diagnosis. Both types of systems are explored in this 
course. To the extent possible, students will be provided 
with rudimentary software and encouraged to apply the 
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software to solve problems. 

~~~-Int[Q~Y£tien_tg_6[tifi£i~l-lnt~!!!g§n£§ - This will 
be a survey course surveying the thinking and some of the 
pioneering efforts in the area of artificial intelligence 
<AI>. The problems associated with emulating even the most 
rudimentary human behavior will be covered. One example to 
be used will be the efforts currently under way to decode 
and enter speech through computers. Although voice 
recognition is happening, the limitations and potential 
problems blocking additional progress are many. The point 
to be made is that really intelligent machines, if they are 
to be developed, will probably not be products of the 
twentieth century. However, great strides are being made in 
such areas as robotics, diagnosis, problem solving, and 
decision making. 

!4~-~~r~~~[§~ __ §y~t§m_§gft~~r§~-~n~-B~£bit§£tYr• - This 
course presents a functional, systems-level review of 
computing equipment and the organization of components and 
devices into architectural configurations. The effect is an 
in-depth understanding of how computers go together. But 
presentations stop short of engineering-level details of 
component design and fabrication. Students also learn the 
principles of system software and build an understanding of 
combinations of hardware and software within architectural 
designs. Students gain an understanding of data pathing, or 
data flows through hardware/software configurations. 

!§~--e~YAn£•~--E~9i§£tl __ lmQ!•m•nt!ng __ • __ §y§tgm __ !n __ • 
P~t§~§§§_~nYirgnmgnt - The student will design and implement 
a system to run on a microcomputer in a database 
environment. The project to be undertaken may be less 
massive than that in the capstone course <CIS/86-7). The 
purpose of this course is to provide practical experience 
with the selection, initialization, modification, and 
implementation of software packages. The student will 
design <or be assigned,) a project involving a database to 
run on a microcomputer. The student can select <or be 
given) a software package. The challenge will lie in 
designing the schema for organizing and navigating the 
database. <A relational database will probably be used.) 
The student will then load the database and put the system 
to use to generate realistic outputs. <This course will 
replace CIS 86-11 in Curriculum 7 81, which is described as 
an advanced database course but does not require a project.) 

!~~-~QffiQYt§r __ ~gnt~g!_§D~_ay~!t - This course will be 
virtually identical to the CIS/86-13 offering in Curriculum 
"81. Emphasis is on the designing and application of 
controls within computer information systems to achieve 
overall reliability and also to meet audit examination 
requirements and objectives. 
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!Z~-I~£b!1!9Y~§_fg~-g~tA-~QffiffiY!1!£At!gn==9_§y~y~y - This 
is undoubtedly an area for great future expansion within the 
concept of the intent for maintaining a dynamic curriculum, 
as DPMA is committed to do. At this writing, however~ the 
data communications field is evolving so rapidly that it 
would be almost meaningless to prescribe a set body of 
knowledge to be mastered. Rather, course descriptions will 
specify that students learn about local area networks; 
telecommunication networks; networks using satellites, 
microwaves, optical cables, or laser technologies, and 
direct combination of microcomputers and telephone 
instruments. It is anticipated that additional courses will 
be added as the new developments align themselves into 
application areas. 

!§~_§y~y~y_gf_E~gg~•mm!ng_b•ngy•g•• - This course would 
involve a comparative review, including program writing 
practice, in a series of different languages. Emphasis 
woLtld be on "modern," or structured, languages that at-e 
being introduced in some profusion for microcomputers. 
Examples might include Pascal, Modular 2, C, Fourth, and 
principles of fourth- and fifth-generation techniques. In 
principle, this course would be structured in a manner 
similar to a course in linguistics. 

1?.~ ....... §Qf.t~~r.:~.:. ....... Er:.!o.£.!R.l§§, ....... §§l~£t!go., .. _ .. ~n9. .......... P.~Y§l9P..m~nt 
This course would be aimed at building a process and 
establishing a set of principles that students could use in 
selecting among a plethora of available software packages. 
The course would be built around a series of hypothetic 
systems and/or managerial requirements. Students would then 
apply a decision making procedure to identify and evaluate 
alternatives, and to select the best package for each 
situation. Students would also learn about use of 
structured te~hniques for modification of packages as 
necessary to tailor them to specific situations. Students 
should also learn some basic principles that can be applied 
in determining whether to modify existing packages or to 
develop sets of programs from scratch. 

:?.9.~ .... -..... Infg~m~!;.~_Q!J. ....... -~~o.t.~L ........ t!§.De9~m~o.!; An i nf ot-mat ion 
center, as the term applies within the context of this 
course, is a specialized facility that makes available 
hardware and powerful software tools from which new systems 
can be assembled and tested by prospective users. 
Information center techniques can and do replace 
traditional, life-cycle development methodologies. In 
addition to hardware and software tools, information centers 
often provide the services of qualified systems personnel to 
consult about and assist with the assembly and testing of 
systems components and alternatives. The course will deal 
with the creation of information center techniques will not 
work in every case. Alternate methods should be identified 
and positioned within the CIS systems development spectrum. 
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~!~ __ !nfgcm~tign_R~§QYC~§ __ Pl~nntng - This course will 
begin with a comprehensive look at needs and methods applied 
in corporate planning. Types of corporate plans, their 
scopes and maintenance, will be used as a framework in which 
to describe the need for, constraints upon, and methods 
appropriate to CIS planning within the corporate planning 
environment. Elements of planning to be covered include 
facilities~ equipment, personnel, technical skills and 
specialities, continuing education, training, replacement of 
equipment, interdepartmental collaboration and priorities, 
and management information requirements. 

~~L __ lnfgcm~t!gn __ B~§QYC~~--M~n~g~m~nt This course 
parallels CIS/86-21, dealing with management aspects of the 
same topics. In effect, CIS/86-21 deals with formation of 
plans while CIS/86-22 goes an into implementation of those 
plans. An important reason for having a separate course is 
that some of the processes, or methodologies, of management 
must be studied and understood. Just as a CIS plan must 
dovetail with a corporate plan, a CIS management style and 
technique must fit in with the higher level methods and 
approaches of the organization as a whole. This course 
deals with corporate and departmental level implications of 
running a CIS function. 

~~L-A~Y§D~~~--Er.:ggc~mm!ng This course will offer a 
third semester of learning opportunity for students who want 
to become application programming or software development 
specialists. Curriculum •91 has been criticized because it 
fails to provide opportunities for persons who want to move 
ahead in the programming area. This curriculum provides an 
assortment of courses that enable an interested student to 
go beyond two semesters of training in programming. The 
advanced course will include professional "tricks," or 
shortcuts, that can save time and money. Also to be covered 
in greater depth than is possible in standard introductory 
or survey courses will be standards of documentation and 
methods to enhance maintainability of programs. No specific 
language will be specified for this course. As a matter of 
fact, one of the areas to be covered could well be language 
transitions: When is it profitable to reprogram in a 
language that will do a job more efficiently? 

~~~- ..... er..~ .. n!;.~ .. P.l§§ ..... __ Qf. ..... C.RmP..,~t~r. .......... Inf.Rr.:m~t.!.Rn . .J?.Y.§t~m§ ........ J.C.Ig?,.t 
PC9i~~t ___ M~n~g~m~nt This offering will supplement 
coursework in systems analysis and design and in the 
capstone course involving a systems development project. 
Emphasis will be on the principles of project management as 
a separate process to be understood and mastered. Topics to 
be covered will include scheduling, work assignment, time 
and results reporting, user interaction, interaction with 
and reporting to management, post implementation followup, 
and other aspects associated specifically with 
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responsibilities of system project leaders, managers of user 
functions, and others with project management and 
development responsibility. 

~~~---~gmeYt§~ ___ !nfg~m~t!gn ___ §Y§t§m ___ B§eg~t!ng ___ ~n~ 
R9£Yffi§Dt~t!gn - This course will deal with the preparation 
and delivery of documents and oral reports within the entire 
environment encompassed by CIS activities. Topics will 
include the identification of audiences and specification of 
needs and comprehension capabilities of different groups. 
Instruction will deal with methods for individualizing 
documents and oral presentations to make them understandable 
and meaningful for their intended audiences. Use of 
language Cstyle and vocabulary level), formatting 
techniques, graphic support for presentations, oral 
presentations, brainstorming, question and answer sessions, 
and other situations or methods will be covered. 
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Hanage•ent lnforutioo Systeos 

Undergriduate Curriculu• Needs Assess•ent Questionn•ire 

NA"E: _ ---------------------------- ____ ------- ___ _ HAJOR: 

STREET ADDRESS: --- __ . _ --- •... -----------------. _ --------------- t 1 TV: ---------------------------- liP CODE: --------------------
PHONE NUft8ER: !_____ --------- ---------------- EftPLOYER: 
YOUR POSIT 1 ON TITLE: YOUR AGE: STAIUS: Jr. Sr. Grid. Othtr 

PREVIOUS COLLEGE OR UN!YERSIIY: --------------------------------- ~lSHEST DEGREE ATTAINED: ---------------------------------------
WOULD YOU BE lNTER!.STED IN PART!ClPATING IN AN ADVISORY CAPACITY IN THE DEYELOmNT OF A COHPUTER CURR!CULU"? Yu No 

WOULD YOU Llk£ TO RECEIVE lNFORHATlON ON A COftPUTER "AJOR PRO&IiA"? 'leo N~ A CO"PUTER "!NOR PROSRAft? Yes No 

11anigellnt lnforution Stslus curncuh co1b1ne ca1puter ipphcations courses inrl business courses. Hus pige of the 
questionn•ire relates to business 1nd 11theutics. The other side of the questionn1ire rolltes to cooputer courses. 

Ill BUSINESS COURSES Ill 

CHECK EIGHT !81 COURSES YOU FEEL SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS REQUIRED IN THE BUSINESS CORE OF THE ".1.5. &EGOEE - ti.e. reqUHed :n Ill 
uphJSis JreiSI 

CODE 

10 

Business Couunications 

Principhs of ft1noguent 

Principiis of "•rioting 

Principles of Finance 

Production 1nd Dperotions hnageaent 

Business Llw 

"1n1gori•l Accou~ting 

Fin1nciil Accour,ting 

DuJntitJtivl "•!hods in Business 

Org1nizational Behovior 

mE 

11 

11 

13 

14 

Bus1ness Statistics 

Introduction to Business 

ft•cro-EconGoi cs 

/IIi cro-Econoli cs 

15 --------- "oney 1nd B•r.~1ng 

16 --------· Entrepreneurship 1nd Sull BuSiness "•naguent 

17 --------- Corporote Fin1nce 

18 --------- "•n•guent Inforution s,steos 

19 

10 
Other ---------------------------------------------

Other ---------------------------------------------

OF THE COURSES II NOT CHECKED II ABOVE; ENTER, IN ORDER OF IHPORIANCE, THE NU"ER!C CODE OF THE BUSINESS COURSES YOU FEEL SHOULD BE 
REQUIRED IN EACH E"PHAS!S AREA. IEnhr 1t least one code lor uch eophsi s Jru.l 

Systoos Anilysis ••••••• 

Systoos/Sofhare Progruoing • 

Intogroted Office ftlnigeoent Systeos 

Financiil Systus ond Auditing • , • 

Dill Cooounications ••••••••• ---------------

Inforlition "•n•gnent ••••••• 

Ill "AIHE"ATICS COURSES Ill 

CHECK HATHEHAT!CS COURSES YOU FEEL SHOULD BE REQUIRED IN THE CORE FOR ALL E"PHASIS AREAS. 

CODE CODE 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

College Algebro 

Discreto "•thooatiCJI Structuros 

Ph no Tr i gonooetry 

Finite "Jthoutics 

Nuoor:CJI Analysis 

Business C1l culus 

Systus An•lysis ••••••• 

Systus/Solhare Progruoing • 

lnhgrited Office Hanageoent Systeos 

FinJnciil Systus ind Auditing ••• 

D1h Couuoicotions •.••••••• ---------------

lnforution "1nageoent •• 

46 

47 

4& 

49 

50 

51 

C•lculus I 

CJ!culus II 

Cilculus Ill 

Dilhrentiil Equ1tions 

Othor ........... -------------------------·--------------
Other ------------------------------------··-------

** PLEASE COMPLETE THE OTHER SIDE ** 
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Ill CONFUTER APPLICATIONS COURSES Ill 

CHECk THE AREA IChed only one> OF mHASIS THAI ~OULO BE OF P~IHARY INIEKESI TO YOU. 

50 

51 

52 

Syshas Anolysis 

Systoos/Softwort Pro~ra111ng ISoft•are Engineerinjl 

lnlegrit•d Oflict/Man•guent Syst .. s 

~~ --------- Flninci•l Syst01s •nd Auditing 

55 Dah Cooouniutions 

5b --------- Jnforution "•n•geoent 

ENTER THE NU"ERJC CODE FOR THE mHASJS AREA THAI YOU FEEL IS IN "OST DE"AND IN TODAY'S &USINESS ENVIRONMENT: -----------

ENTER THE NUMERIC CODE FOR THE mHASJS AREA THAI YOU FEEL WILL BE IN "OST DEMND IN 1990'S BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT: 

CHECK EIGHT 181 COURSES YOU FEEL SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS REQUIRED IN THE mPUIER CORE - !i.e Reqmod in all eophiSis arml 

CODE 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

8l 

81 

Introduction to Cooputtr Jnforlition Systeu 

Coopuhrs •nd Org•niutions 

Coopuhr Probltl Solving 

Probleo Solving With Progrios 

Progroo Dosign •nd Developoent 

D•h Structurts 1 D•h "odels, and Dahbosos 

Systtn Anolysis •nd Dnign 

Systus Proioct 

"icrocooputer Appl icotions for Business 

Advonced Office Systus 

lnltgr•ttd Systus for "•nogtoont 

Introduction/Survey of Cooputer Srophics 

Decision Support ind Export Systeos 

Introduction to Artificial lntelligenco 

Hord•art, Systu Softwort, •nd Architecturt 

CODE 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

91 

95 

9b 

97 

99 

99 

Advinced Project: D•libose Syst .. hpleoentill on 

Cooputor Control ind Audit 

Techniquts lor D•to CooouniCilions - A Survoy 

Survey of Fro~riloing Linguages 

Sofhart: Principlts, Selection, and Devolopoent 

Jnforull on Conhr "'"'iUtnt 

lnforoallon ~•source Phoning 

lnforution Rnource "ini~eeent 

Advinced Progr .. oing 

Jnforution Systtos ProJect "•nagooent 

lnlorlilion Syslus Reporting ond Docuoenhllon 

Other ---------------------------------------------
Other _______________ -------------------------- ___ _ 

Other ----------------- ____ ------ __________ ------- _ 

Oht er ---------------------------------------------

OF THE COURSES II NOT CHECKED II A&OVE; ENTER, IN ORDER OF I"PORTANCE, THE NUMERIC CODE OF THE CDIIPUTER COURSES YOU FEEL SHOULD &E REQUIRED IN EACH E"PHASIS AREA. IEnhr Jt least one codt for uch eophasis aru.l 

Systus An•lysis ••••• , • 

Systus/Sofhare Progriloing • 

lnteqrohd Offin "'"'geoent Systeos 

FinJnciJI Systeos and Auditing ••• 

D•h Cooounicotions ••••••••• 

lnforution "•nogtl!nt , 

COM" EN! S AND SUSSES T I ONS: -------______________________ ---__ ---__ --------__ -----_ ---_________ ------______________ -·--_ --------___ _ 

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO: 

** 

~~! v~t:; t~cf:~~:r ot Tulsa 
All~: Jio Loudtrbac~: 
410 South Houston 
Tulsa, DK 71127 

Tl-tANK VDU 

Phone: 

llo1e: 

19181 587-7890 

341-bm 

** 



"•n~geaent lnlorulion Systeas 

PURPOSE OF SURVEY AND COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

-~~~~.~:~::! is being conducted to del"erline hnagnent lr.lorution Syshos course requiruents at the undtrgroduate lovol in tho 

"augeoent lnloroation Systeos curricuh coobine coo~uler applications course. and bus~r.ess courses. Tnis page of the 
quntionnliro relates to business •nd oatheutics. lhe other side of the questionnaire relahs to cooputer courses. 

CODE 

II DEFINITION OF "ANASE"ENT INFOR"ATION SYSTE"S EnFHASIS AREAS t1 

Systeos Analysis - Nuds anolysis and specification docuaentation of coaputer inlorution systus. 

Systeas/Sofbart Prognuing - Coding and docu1entation of per systeo speci fiutions. 

Integrated Office nanaguent Systeu - Office autoution specialist. 

Financial Systeas and Auditing - EDP auditing and financial specialist. 

Dlh Couuniutions - Planning and iaphoonhtion or nehorks and tohcoaaunJCations syoteu. 

lnlorution "augeoent - lnforaation ctnhr operations. Training and coordination of cotputer systns iapleaentation. 

Ill BUSINESS COURSES - COURSE DESCRIPTIONS II 

I Business Co11unications - Oral and •ritten coaauniution in a business environaent. 

2 Principles of "anaguent - Practical unage11nt with eaphasis on tho role of the unager/supervisor in the organuation. 

3 Principles of nuhting - Rulhtic appreciation of what urhting is and its hporhnce to society. 

4 PrlncipltS of Finance - Co1parison of the loriS of business arganiution. hphlsis on tho financial characteristics of 
1adern Altrican corporations. 

5 Praductron and Optratians nanaguent Plant location and dtsign1 plant hyout and uterials hlndling 1 oethods, lotions, 
and tile standuds, quality control, insptction, and produclron control. 

6 Business La• - Principles of In involved in ordinary business tranuctians. Study of court systeos, general contracts, 
negotiable instrutents and baihents. 

7 hnagerial Accounting- Gathering of data far planning, control, and unaguent. 

8 Financial Accounting - &athtring of financial data for financial decision uking. 

9 Guantihtivl "•!hods in Business - ftatheutiul aodeh, ut theory, linur functions, and introduction to difftrontiil and 
integral calculus. 

10 Organizational Behavior - Business applications of behavioral scienct concepts, lnterptrsonil relations. 

II Busintss Stall sti cs - Am ages, dispersion, ske•ness, probability, sup ling and statistical qull it y control. 

12 Introduction to Business - Basic principles, loras and practices involved in adainistration of a business. 

13 ""ro-Econoeiu - Causes of Inflation and rtcession, national incooe accounts, uployaent levels, bln~ing and aonthry 
theory, econoaic devtlopoent, 1nd govern1enhl tax and fiscal policy. 

14 "icro-Econotics - narket structure and functioning, cost and supply relationships, consuaer behavior, deund theory, product 
and resouru pricing, revenue and profit relationships, and international specialtzation and trade. 

IS "onty and Banking - Co11ercial and nan-colltrtial banking institutions, including lhtories of aoney s.pply, inures! rates and 
credit policies. 

16 Entrepnneurship and Slall Business "anaguent - Eieoents of sull businus optrations. 

17 Corpcratt Finanu - Financial aanageunt of business conctrns. Cash flo•s 1 profitability of funds co11itlents, decisions 
•ilh respect to structure of debt financing and debt/equity tix. 

18 ftanagutnl lnlorution Syshu Uses of the coaputer in unaguent •ith uphasis on ulection of syshas for 
coeputerization, database unaguent, and decision support systus. 

Ill ftATHEftATICS COURSES - COURSE DESCRIPTIONS II 

40 College Algtbra - Duadratic equations, functions and graphs, Inequalities, theory of equations, peroutations and coobinations. 

41 Dhcrth htheutical Structurts - "atheutical applications to coaputing and inlorution sdences are uphosizd. 
cooputability eleoentary graph logic, Boolean algebra, and circuit design. 

42 Plant Trigonooetry 

43 finitt htheutics 

Trigonooetric functions applying to engineering. 

Probability, vectors, and oatrices and linur progratoing. 

44 Nuurical Analysis - AlgorithMS and error analysis, solutions of equations, interpolation and approxiution the.ory. 

Sets, 

45 Business Calculus Selected calcuius applications to include: exponential and logarithaic functions, differ&ntul and 
integral calculus. 

46 Calculus I - Derivativts, inhgrals and their applications, including introductory analytic geooetry. 

47 Calculus II - nultivariato calculus, series and applications. 

48 Calculus Ill 

49 Differential 

- lndeteroinate faros, infinite series, oultiple integrals, and partial derivatives. 

Equations Dillortntill equations of the first order and first degree, first order and higher degree, 
differential equations of order higher than the first. 
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Ill CO"FUTER APPLICATIONS COURSES • COURSE DESCRIPTIONS II 
CODE 

70 lntraduttian to Caoputer lnlarutian Sysleos hphasis is an taopuhr rtquirooents, history, hord .. re functions, and tooputer applitations. 

72 Cooputer Prablto Sohing - srsteos principles! COSt projects in problto solving using oicrocooputtrs. Sysleo cycle concepts, s ructurod and uns ructurd enviranotnts. Course provides a sound bast lor pragruosng courses. 

73 Problll Solving Nith Progrus -

74 Progru Dtsign and DeYIIapoent -

Introductory course In progra. dtsign and developaent. Loarners oork to a structured, oulti-phne pragril devtlapoent procen. 

Advanced pragruoing building language skills. Strtss oill be placed an such topics as cltor docuoantation, oodule and pragrao testing and ellicient use of equipoent. 

75 Dlla Structures, Data "odell, and Databases • Strtss is on fourth and fifth generation rrogruoing techniques and database applications. Data structurts1 data oade ing, and databaso oethods. 

76 Systen Analysis and Design - Systeos concapts are covered throughout the co•rriculuo. ·This couru •ill stress use of oadular pragraoaing and inlorutian unttr uthads lor building sysleos. 

77 Systns Project - Prestnl"day productivity tools. Learners •ill be encouraged to use oicracoopulers and couercial so/hare packages to construct caaplete systeos •ilhin the span of 1 single seoest·er. 

78 fticracaaputer Appliutians far Businoss - "icrocaopultr hardure and salhart uses in business discusses processing notds and apportuns ti os I roo tht ptrspecti ve of the i ndi vi dull user, 

79 Advanud Office Systeas - Ptrsptctivt an the needs, potentials, and urgencies of systus to support oadern alli~e functions. 

80 lnhgrahd Syshu lor "anageoont - Coordination behttn a/lin-baud .and centralind inlarutians systeos. 

81 Introduction/Survey of Caoputer Graphics - Eophasis is an Caoputtr Aided Design !CADI and Caoputer Aided "anulacturing fCAnl., Business applications lor graphics aioed at presentations and caoounicatians. 

82 Decision Support and Expert Systeos - ftanageoent prablu sahing and decision ut.ing using sofhare tools. 

83 Introduction to Artificial Intelligence - Survey course on the piannring efforts in artificial intelligence. Speech coding and voice recognition. 

84 Hard•are, Systu Salture, and Architecture - Systus level review of caoputing equipoent and the organization of caopanents and devices into archiletlural configurations. In-depth undorstanding of he• catpultn go together. 

85 Advanetd Project: Database Systea lopleoentatian - Pravidt rractical txperience in selection, initialization, oadilicatian, and itp toentation of sa/hart pachgts. Learners will design and iopluent a systea to run in a databast enviranaent. 

86 Coopultr Control and Audit - Designing controls within cotputer infarutian systeu to achieve overall rtliability and teet audil euoinatian requireoents and objectives. 

87 Tlchniques for Data Ca11unicatians - Survey of the rapidly gra•ing field of neharks, telecaoounicatians, uhllihs, oicra .. ves, optical cables and laser ttchnalagits. 

88 Survty of Pragraooing Languages- Catparalivt review of current and papular languages. Pascal, ftaduhr 2, C, Forth, III'L, etc. 

89 Soft•art: Principles, Selection, and Develapaent - Establishinf a set of principles lor use in stltcting safhart packagn. Hypothetiu '{shu and/or unagerial requiruents art prtstnltd and appropriate sal oare solocted. 

90 lnfarutian Ctnltr "•nag11ent - Introduction to the inlaroation cenltr that oakes avaihble hard•art and safhare tools lraa IIIIich new systus can bt assubltd and tesltd by praspectho users. Crutian of ttnllrs, consulting and training. 

91 lnfarution Rnaurct Planning Neods and oethads applied in carporalt planning far infarutian srsteas •. Facilities, tquipoont, personnel! technical skills and specialties, trainang, priaritios and infarutian requireaen s. 

92 lnfarutian Rosaurce hnageoent - Farutian and itpleoentatian of systeo develaptent plans. 

93 Advanced Pragraoaing - Third seoeshr of learning opportunity far thoso who .. nt to becaae appliutsan prograooers or sa/hart develapaent specialists. 

94 lnfaroatlan Systeos Prajoct nanageaent - Caurseoork in syshos analysis and design and the capstone course in syshos dtvelapunt. Prsnciples of project unageaent including, Critical Path nethad fCPnl, reporting to unaguent, and user interaction will oe covered. 

95 lnfaroatian Sys!eos Rtparting and Docuoenlltian Preparation and dtlivery of dacuunh and oral reports. Audience ldtntillcation, langutge sl{le, forutting techniques, qraphic support, brain~taroing and 11 ha~s •ill bt ca<trtd. 
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TRANSMITTAL LETTER 
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TO: Business Course Instructors 

FROM: Jim Lauderback 
Computer Science Instructor 
Langston University 

COMPUTER CURRICULUM 

We are offering a computer minor to Business and Business Education 

majors. In order to assure that the minor contain the appropriate 

courses; we are conducting a survey which will take 10 to 15 minutes 

to complete. 

The survey will also be the basis fer the possible development of a 

Management Information Systems <MIS> curriculum. A MIS curriculum 

combines business, mathematics, and computer applications courses. 

This curriculum plan has six areas of emphasis: 

§~§t~ffi§_Bo~!~§!§ - Needs analysis and specification documentat1on of 
computer information systems. 

Coding and documentation of per 
system specifications. 

EDP auditing and financial 
specialist. 

Planning and implementation or networks and 
telecommunications systems. 

Information center operations. 
and coordination of computer 
implementation. 

Training 
systems 

Business students are asked to make selections as to the courses they 

feel should be incl1.1decl in the cOI'·e. (i .• e. r·equired for·· I'IIS majors, 

regardless of emphasis area. Additionally, they ~re asked to 

make selections indicating the additional courses they feel shc~ld be 

required in each emphasis area. Participants are asked to review the 

course descriptions prior to making selections. 

The two pages of the survey include the questionnaire itself and an 

information sheet which provides course descriptions. 

Please ask the students to see Mike Mur·phy m- Jim Laucter··back if they 

are interested in adding a computer minor to their degree plan. 

Thank you for your cooperation! 

Sincerely, 

Jim Lauder·back 
Computer· Science 
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APPENDIX D 

SECOND DRAFT (4/12/85) DATA PROCESSING 

MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION CURRICULUM 

MODEL COURSE LISTING 
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Data Processing Management Association 

Curriculum 1986 -- Second Draft 

Apri 1 12, 1986 

List of Courses 

1. Microcomputer Applications in Business 
2. Introduction to Business Application Programming 
3. Intermediate Business Application Programming 
4. Data Files and Databases 
5. Systems Development Methodologies: A Survey 
6. Systems Development: The Information Center 

Approach 
7. Computer Hardware, System Software, and 

Architecture 
8. Systems Development Project 
9. Advanced Office Systems 
10. Computer Graphics in Business 
11. Decision Support and Expert Systems 

79 

12. Artificial Intelligence: Application in Management 
13. Advanced Project: Implementing a System in a 

Database Environment 
14. Computer Control and Audit 
15. Data and Voice Communication: Equipment and 

Applications 
16. Survey of Programming Languages 
17. Software: Principles, Selection, and Development 
18. Information Resource Planning and Management 
19. Advanced Business Applications Programming 
20. Principles of Computer Information Systems Project 

Management 
21. Computer Information Systems Reporting and 

Documentation 
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